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A B S f E A C T 
The present study was undertaken to determine the 
differential e f fect of type of task s i o i l a r i t y ( i . e . phonemic 
and senantic 8 i ia l larl ty) | anxiety and inagery type ( i . e . v i s i l e 
and audile) on short- and long-term memory,/ The hypotheses 
formulated for the present research are brief ly stated as followss 
(a) . Does phonemic similarity affect short and long-term 
memory differential ly? 
(h) Does semantic similarity affect short- and long-term 
memory differential ly? 
in) Does anxiety affect short- and long-term memory 
differential ly? 
(d) Does imagery type affect short- and long-term memory 
different! ally? 
(e) Is there any interactional effect of stimulus s imilarity, 
anxiety and imagery tjrpe on short- and long-term memory? 
A factorial design of experiment vas used in vrhioh three 
Independent variables ( i . e . type of s imilarity , anxiety and 
imagery type), each varying in two ways, and two measures of the 
dependent varlei)le, namely retention ( i . e . , short-term recall and 
long-term recal l ) were employed. Thus there were eight possible 
combinations for each of the two measures of retention. 
^1^ 
k mixed-list of paired-assoolates consisting of phonemi* 
oally siBiilar stimulus items and semantioalljr similar stimulus 
items* was presented to four groups of suDJects, idLth order of 
presentation of the two set of pairs being counterbalanced for 
half of the subjects of each group. The four groups of subjects» 
namely» hlgh-anxlous-visi le , high-anxious-audile, low-anxious-
v i s i l e and low-anxious audile, used in the experiment were selected 
on the basis of scores obtained by them on Sinha Anxiety Scale 
and on adapted form of Bower's and Bxaeplin's t e s t s of imagery. 
The recal l scores obtained by each of the four groups for 
phonemically similar items and those for somantically similcir 
items, though presented in a mixed-l is t , were treated as separate 
observations. A modified form of 2 x 2 x 2 analysis of variance 
was used to analyze the data obtained in the present study. The 
results showed that phonemic similarity has detrimental e f fect 
on short-term recall but has no such effect on long-term r e c a l l , 
whereas semantic similarity depresses long-term recall but has no 
effect on short-term reca l l . As regards the ef fects of anxiety 
and imagery type, i t has been found that both anxiety and Imagery 
type have no differential e f fec ts on short- and long-term r e c a l l . 
kOi interaction, however, i s found between imagery typo and type 
of simileu*ity in case ot long-term recall* No such interaction 
has been found in case of short-term reca l l . 
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C n A P T E R - I 
I^ fTaODUCTIOM 
teoent y e a r s have ttrltnessed fundamental changes i n the 
s tudy of hujuan tnenory. The a s s o c i a t i v e i n t e r f e r e n c e theory of 
f o r g e t t i n g which has dominated the f i e l d f o r more than t h i r t y 
f i ve yea r s i s now fac ing a c r i t i c a l s i t u a t i o n with regard to 
i t s r e levance to f o r g e t t i n g i n every day l i f e , and, laoro 
r e c e n t l y , i t has encountered c e r t a i n phoneraena i n the l a b o r a t o r y 
which appear to be i n c o n s i s t e n t with i t s b a s i c assumpt ions . At 
the same t ime, a t t empts a t exp la in ing memory i n terms of informa-
t i on p rocess ing have brought about a weal th of new techniques 
and have a l so broadened tho scope of r e s e a r c h i n t h i s a r e a . 
One of tho mejor c o n t r o v e r s i e s of the 19608 concerneti 
tho ques t ion as to whether the same or d i f f e r e n t p roces ses 
oi^erate in s h o r t - and long-term memory. Although the d i s t i n c -
t i o n between s h o r t - t e r m and long- term memory i s no t a new one, 
i t s f u l l s i g n i f i c a n c e was not app rec i a t ed u n t i l r e c e n t y e a r s . 
Accordlu!^ to f l l l i a m James (1890) , who f i r s t d i s t i n g u i s h e d 
between primary and secondary memory, in format ion In primary 
memory always remains in consc iousness whi le in format ion i n 
secondary memory may remain absent from consc iousness for sotae 
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time. I t may be eas ie r to r eca l l mater ia l from primary memory, 
while act ive search processes often charac te r i se r e t r i e v a l from 
secondary rocaory, s t e rn (1938) also made a s imilar d i s t i nc t ion 
In terns of Immediate and mediate memory, 
Ebblnghaus (1902)« who has been regarded as a pioneer in 
the study of menory, appears to be of the view that two dif ferent 
processes operate when the material within the span of iamodiate 
memory or when material exceeding that span i s l ea rn t , t^bblnghaus 
has himself observed that only one presenta t ion i s suff ic ient i f 
the l i s t I s within the capacity of immediate memory, while i t 
took him approximately two repe t i t i ons for each addit ional item 
in order to learn the l i s t , or in other words, to s tore the added 
items in secondary memory. 
Although the importance of the problem was fully recognised 
by subsecfuont i nves t i ga to r s , very l i t t l e progress was made in the 
study of immediate memory primarily because e a r l i e r s tudies r e l i ed 
upon in t rospec t ive method, and with the advent of bshavlourism, 
psychologists re jected the problem together with i t s methodology. 
In recent yeors , however, there has been reawakened 
theoris ing about inimedlate memory, llebb's (lL»4D) dual-raochanism 
theory and Brosdbent's (1958) information theory played key role 
In s t imulat ing I n t e r e s t In this problejsi. But 11 i s the pioneer 
exnerlment of Peterson and Peterson U950) ^vith i t s methodological 
Innovations which gave great impetus to research on short-terra 
memory. 
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llebb (1949), \rfio was concerned with the phy-siologloal 
bas is of memoryI postulated two kinds of m^nory; Short~torm 
and long-term memory. To account for these two kinds of memory, 
fTebb proposed a dualHnochanlsra theory ot ucmory which asse r t s 
that short-terra uiemory i s based upon an ac t i v i t y trace while 
long-term memory i s based upon a s t ruc tu ra l t r ace , tie pointed 
out that short-term memory i s subject to autonomous decay, 
f i r s t l y because the c e l l s in a c losed,reverberat ing ce l l assembly 
may become refractory and secondly, because external events may 
produce In te r rup t ion , Long-term memory, on the other band, i s 
permanent except for interference from other t r ace s , i . e . i n t e r -
ference among competing s t ruc tures would account for losses in 
long-term memory. 
Broadbcnt*s (l958, 1963) d i s t i nc t i on between temporary 
and a more permanent memory s tore i s based on purely behavioral 
data . Thus according to the information processing approach to 
memory, i f a subject receives information from several sensory 
channels simultaneously, he i s able to pay a t ten t ion to only one 
channel a t a time. Subjects have a l imited capacity for informa-
tion processing. Information which has been processed i s stored 
in short-term memory vrtiere i t wi l l be l o s t rapidly unless i t i s 
rehearsed. I f the capacity of th is channel i s taken up ei t i icr 
by new input or by any other i n t e r rup t ion , forget t ing wi l l occur. 
Besides, information may also be s tored in a more permanont 
manner in long-terra memory. 
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As stated ear l ier , the pioneer experlaent of Peterson 
and Peterson (l9S9) with i t s new nethodology directed the atten-
tion of several investigators towards the problem of short-term 
nemory. !^08t of the studies previously conducted on short-term 
memory involved retention after the presentation of whole l i s t 
of materials, while Peterson and Peterson measured retention of 
each individual item before presenting additional items. They 
presented trigrams and measured retention immediately after 
intervals ranging from 3 to 13 seconds in n^ioh no other verbal 
materials were presented. In order to prevent rehearsal during 
the retention intervals , the subjects were euiked to count baolc-
ward by 3s or 4s after each trigroa was presented until they 
were signaled to recal l the trigram, Peterson and Peterson 
found that substantial forgetting occurred during these very 
short intervals . v/Retcntlon was found to be on inverse function 
of the len^',th of the retention interval . Such an innovation in 
the methodology not only invoked fruit ful debate but also raised 
serious questions regarding the mechanism underlying short- and 
long-term memory. An increasingly greater number of studies 
were undertaken and various interpretations of tho results were 
given to answer the question as to whether the same or different 
processes operate in short- and long-term memory. Decay theorists 
interpret the findings of Peterson and Peterson's study in support 
of their posi t ion. The interference theoris ts , on the other hand, 
a -
argued that in terference was operative in the design of Peterson 
and Peterson*8 experiment. S t i l l another group of researchers 
have regarded decay as the mechanism underlying shor t - tena 
forget t ing , while they considered in te r fe rence responsible for 
long-term forgett ing* 
There i s a considerable body of evidence to suggest tha t 
in terference plays the key role in long-term forget t ing (;dcGeoch 
and ^IcDonald, i d31 | Osgood, 1949, 1953) Bugelsici u Cadwallader, 
1956J Dal lot , 1962; Schwartz, 1963). lore recen t ly , Sh l f f i r in 
(1974) has presented a model of memory in phioh he has emphasised 
that forget t ing in long-term memory occurs due to in te r fe rence . 
The basic constructs of in ter ference theory, as proposed by 
Tielton and Irwin (1940), are response competition and unlearning 
which produce phenomena referred to as proact ive and re t roac t ive 
i nh ib i t i on . Considerable experimental evidence has been provided 
in recent years which suggests that proactive and re t roac t ive 
inh ib i t ion also occurs in short-term memory. Keppel and 
Underwood (l962) for example, argued tha t proact ive interference 
was a strong n o s s i b i l i t y in the design used by Peterson and 
Peterson, which required repeated measures of each subjec t . The 
re tent ion of l a t e r individual items might be reduced by proactive 
in terference from previously presented items in the t e s t sess ion. 
A se r i e s of s tudies conducted by Murdock in 1961 and 1964 have 
alno demonstrated that proact ive and r e t roac t ive in ter ference 
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operates in short-term memory. Melton (l963) viewed Interference 
as the process underlying retention losses in tooth short- and 
long term memory, lie questioned decay posi t ion, based on 
Peterson and l^oterson's study, on the ground that interference 
i s operative there in the form of proactive inhibit ion. These 
findings led Melton to advocate an unitary system of memory. 
More spec i f i ca l ly , he argued that same processes operate in short-
and long-term memory. That i s , there i s no ST:i-L'KkI dichotomy, 
rather there i s a '^continuum*' of short- and long-term memory. 
Melton based h is arguments for a continuum of short- and long-
term memory on additional evidence regarding the effect of repeti-
tiott on short-term memory. He has clearly demonstrated that 
repetition affects short-term memory in the same manner as i t 
affects long-term memory. 
Most recently, BJork (1974), Craik and Jacoby (1974) and 
Shlff irin (1974) have contributed three papers at the "Indiana 
Theoretical and Cognitive Psychology Meetings" in which they 
brought out their models of human memory, aimed at clarifying 
the processes and mechanisms underlying short-term memory. 
Bjork (1974) and Shlffirin (1974) i^pear to be of the view that 
different processes operate in short- and long-term memory. 
Craik and Jacoby (1974) on the other hand, suggest that same 
processes operate in short- and long-term memory, hence favour 
ST-f-LIM continuum posit ion. 
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The model of human memory, proposed by Bjork, consis ts 
of two storcMSO systems; a short-term s to re cons is t ing of the 
output of the centra l prooessor, and a long-term s tore cons is t ing 
Of context-dependent episodic knowledge and context-independent 
semantic and factual knowledge* He poin ts out that short-term 
s tore i s an act ive s to re , items in short- term s tore are l o s t 
quickly within few seconds i f they are not rehearsed. The 
mechanism by which items are l o s t from short-term s tore i s 
s imi la r i ty dependent/decay* 
The memory system, proposed by Craik and Jaooby (1974) 
appears to favour S'E.f-L'CvI continuum pos i t i on . The system 
proposes two kinds of r e t r i e v a l processes* scanning search 
process and reconstruct ive process . The model suggests tha t 
very recent items or events may often be re t r i eved by means of 
a backward scanning or search process tha t uses r e t r i e v a l 
information to se lec t the ta rge t i tem. For remote events , t h i s 
r e t r i e v a l process i s i ne f f i c i en t and a second rf^construotive 
process i s involved in such cases . In other words, with shor te r 
re tent ion in t e rva l the event may be re t r i eved by means of back-
ward scanning processes and with longer re ten t ion in t e rva l the 
event i s re t r i eved by the operation of recons t ruc t ive process . 
Forgetting occurs due to one of the three fac tors ; (a) drop in 
efficiency of the scanning process as the event becomes l e s s 
recent , (b) declining effect iveness of the reconstruct ive process 
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and (o) inattention, i . e . * due to the occurrence of new percep-
tual event. The previous event i s no longer attended to and Is 
dropped from conscious awareness. While ooouBentlng on the menory 
system presented by Cralk and Jacoby, Shlf t lr ln (1974) has 
contended that the way they hav'e explained immediate and delayed 
forgetting suggests that Cralk and Jaooby (1974) do not accept 
S'RI-LTLI dichotomy. 
Like 8Jork*s (1974) model, the memory system proposed by 
Shlffirln (1974) also consists of two dis t inct memory struoturest 
a temporary structure, called short-term store (STS) and a 
permanent repository, called long-term store ( L T S ) . The model 
assumes that sensory information i s los t quickly from STS. This 
assumption i s consistent with the empirical evidence provided 
by several investigators (e .g . Sperling, i960; posner, 1969{ 
T?ickelgren, 1966$ ^assaro, 1972). Explaining short-term 
forgetting, the model assumes that Interference by similar 
act ivi ty brings about a loss in short-term retention and that 
the loss I t s e l f takes place over time. 
The empirical evidence provided by Melton (1963) and 
several other Investigators and the model of human memory given 
by Cralk and Jaooby (l974) in favour of SIM-LIM continuum pos i -
tion raise doubts about sm-UlM dichotomy. A theorist who main-
tains SIM-LIM dichotomy might reconsider his position in the 
face of such evidences. First , Interference has been demonstrated 
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to occur In both s i tuat ions . Second, repetit ion operates in 
similar fashion in SfM and L1M* If there i s real diohotonQr, 
i t i s necessary to find out evidence of different processes 
operating in the two s i tuat ions . 
Two variables which differential ly affect SIM and LBI 
and TThioh have been reported by several investigators in recent 
years, are semantic and phonemic s imilarity. I t has been suggested 
that secondary memory deals with semantic and asso<;iatlve features 
of words, T^ereas items in primary memory are coded in an acoustic 
fashion. Thus, i t i s merely the sound and articulatory properties 
of a word which are relevant to primary memory, while the semantic 
and associative features cure confined to secondary memory. Th^re 
i s , however, considerably l e s s agreement as to whether or not the 
two types of coding are associated with d is t inct types of memory. 
More spec i f ica l ly , one may asic whether semantic coding ever occurs 
in primary memory. Recently, Baddeley and Ecob (1970) have 
suggested that the durability of the memory trace depends on the 
type of coding. Phonemic coding of verbal material i s regarded 
as simple and rapid and leaves a short l ived princury memory traoe 
accompanied by a re lat ive ly minor secondary memory component, 
whereas semantic coding of verbal material i s re lat ively slow, 
but leaves a much more durable secondary memory trace* Thus, 
i f secondary memory i s defined in terms of trace durability, 
then semantic coding should not take place in primary memory. 
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for , anything coded semantlcally td.Il always leave a durable 
andf hence secondary memory trace* In a recent review of 
similarity ef fects on short-term memory, Shulman (1971) has 
quoted a number of studies which have shown the detrimental 
effect of semantic s imilarity on short-term memory and, therefore, 
he concluded that semantic coding does occur in primary memory* 
Baddeley ( i972), however, has questioned this claim on the ground 
that semantic coding in short-term memory ref lects tho subject's 
use of semantlcally coded retrieval rules which, though them-
selves stored in secondary memory, are used to interpret phone-
mi cally coded primary memory traces. 
There i s by now a considerable body of evidence to suggest 
that verbal short-term memory tends to involve phonemic coding and 
i s re lat ively insensit ive to sem^atio factors , while long-terra 
memory involves semantic coding and i s insensit ive to phonemic 
similarity of the task. The findings of several investigators 
have clearly demonstrated that phonemic and semantic similarity 
have quite different e f fects on short- and long-term memory 
(Kintsch and Buschke, i969{ Phi l ip , 1972). They have found 
that phonemic similarity imfialrs short-term memory end not 
long-term memory, while semantic similarity has detrimental 
ef fect on long-term memory but has no effect on short-term 
memory. 
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Anxiety has also been regarded as a potent determiner 
of raefflory and forgetting. The term anxiety refers to a subjec-
t ive feel ing Qf tuieaslnessi disoomfort or unrest for ^ I c h tbere 
Is no kntnm cause, as far as the experiencing Individual i s 
concerned, itoxiety may be considered as a special kind of fear. 
Tmile there i s always a kind of object associated with ordinary 
fear, anxiety i s a fear with a vague object or with no object 
at a l l . Anxiety may be conceptualised as an "acquired reaction 
sens i t iv i ty in individuals suffering from impaired self-esteem to 
overreact with fear to any anticipated averslve situation that 
contains a further threat to s e l f esteem.** (Ausubel e t a l . , l 9 5 3 ) . 
The state of anxiety i s an unpleasant s ta te , a state of tension. 
Anxious individual experiences tension which diss ipates with the 
passage of time. Bourne (195S) has demonstrated that tension 
created by anxiety dissipates within four minutes. 
I t has been observed by several investigators that there 
i s a characteristic lowering of inte l lectual control, attention, 
memory and concentration in anxiety. Oiethlm and Jones (l947) 
have shown that anxious subjects perform poorer on immediate 
recal l of d ig i t s than non->anxious subjects. Such a finding 
suggests that tension created by anxiety has detrimental ef fect 
on an individual's attention and concentration. Since tension 
dissipates with the passage of time, i t i s reasonable to assume 
that i t s detrimental effect should be more pronounced on 
- 12 
imaediate reoall than on delayed recall* Studies by Parber, 
Russell and Andreas (1949) bave demonstrated that In paired 
associate leamln,^, fai lure adversely affects performance on 
Immediate tests of retention, but that on de lved t e s t s , the 
fa i led groups perform as well as or perhaps even better than 
nott'-falled control groups. On the basis of their findings, 
Farber et a l . suggested that the experience of fai lure results 
in both an Inhibitory effect and an Increase in drive. Russell 
(1952) tested the genercaity of the Immediate disruptive 
ef fect otfallure by employing a verbal learning task, differing 
from that used by Farber e t a l . ( l949) . The results showed 
that the performance of fa i led subjects on Immediate tes t of 
retention was signif icantly poorer than those of non-failed 
subjects. Be explained his findings In terms of inhibitory 
e f fects of failure which i s transitory and dissipates with the 
passage of time. 
Klelnsttiith and Kaplan (l963) and Walker and Tarte (1963) 
have shown that subjects under anxiety perform re lat ive ly less 
well on immediate reoall than on delayed reca l l . 
Besides anxiety, there are also other personality var i -
ables which may have functional significance to leeurning and 
memory. As pointed out by Woodworth (1938) many individuals 
possess the power of cal l ing up "before their mind's eye" 
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pictures of scenes, objects or faces n^ioh they have seen. 
Such individuals are said to have strong power of visual imagery. 
Other persons, on the other hand, have the power of vividly 
reproducing sounds "before their aind*s ear* and are said to 
be strong in auditory imagery. 
The existence of individual differences in imagery was 
f i r s t announced by Fechner (i860) and later , Mtb empirical 
evidence, by Gal ton (1883), Galton was followed by other 
investigators (e«g. Ferahald, 1912; Shaw, 1919; Grlffitts,192T| 
Short, 1953; Slatter , i960 e t c . ) who found some individuals 
strong in visual Imagery, others strong in auditory or in motor 
imagery; and thus there grew iq) a theory of imagery type; the 
v i s u a l i s t s strong in visual imagery but weak or mediocre in 
other forms, the audile strong in auditory imagery but wealc in 
other forms* 
The research conducted during the early part of the 
century on imagery types and on function of such differences 
in memory tasks typically rel ied on introspective methods to 
determine an individual's dominant symbolic mode, although some 
use also was made of objective t e s t s , the performance of which 
prestimably depended on particular modes of imagery (Angell, 
1910), 'me studies on the function of imagery generally involved 
a comparison of individuals differing in their ime^ e^ry abi l i ty 
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in task perfomance. The findings of these studies were either 
contradictory or negative. Thus some researchers ( e .g . Fracker, 
1908{ Kuhlaann, 1907) found that Imagery abi l i ty fac i l i ta ted 
memory for visual forms or colours* whereas other Investigators 
(e .g . Carey» 1915; Thomdlko» 1907) did not find any such 
relationship between Imagery abi l i ty and memory for visual forms, 
Jenkln (1935) undertook a study In ^ l o h she compared the per-
formance of adults and children on learning associations between 
a series of verbal labels and pictures of familiar objects , or 
between nonsense words and nonsense f igures. She believed that 
adults are l ike ly to have auditory imagery and children are 
l ike ly to be v isual lzors , and that the task was such as to 
favour visualization as a symbolic mode. The results of her 
study led her to conclude that the auditory Imagery was superior 
to visual imagery. 
Several other investigators ( e .g . Steward, 1965; Kuhlman, 
1960; Sheehan, 1966a, 1966b, 1967) have clearly shown that high-
Imagers learn a picture-digit l i s t faster as compared to low-
Imagers, whereas a word-digit l i s t was learned faster by low 
imagers than by high-imagers. Similarly, the high-imagers were 
found superior to low-inagers in picture recognition. Such 
findings suggest tiiat there i s an interaction between Imagery 
type and stimulus conoreteness, high-lnagers excell ing when the 
stimuli are pictures and low-lmagers doing better «Aien the 
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st iaalus Items are words* I t bas been suggested that hlgb-
Inagers are more lllcely to code a word as a picture wbereas 
low-imagers are more l ike ly to code a picture into a word. 
Sheehan (1966a) has demonstrated clearly that **viYid imagery 
tends to reconstitute the accuracy of the perceiving process 
and that individual differences in reported vividness of Imagery 
can be related to publicly observable differences in stimulus 
matching'** 
Some Investigators (e .g . Schnorr and Atklason, 1969| 
rCirlcpatrlcIc, 1894j Bower» 1969) have ut i l i sed Imagery instruc-
tions and studied the effect of such instructions on immediate 
and delayed reca l l . They have demonstraied better retention 
when subjects were instructed to learn palred«>assoclate l i s t 
by Imagery than when they learned the l i s t by rote repet i t ion. 
Moreover the f a c i l l t a t l v e ef fect of Imagery instructions xraa 
more pronounced on delayed reoall than on Immediate reca l l . 
The main purpose of the present Investigation i s to c larify 
the long standing ambiguity regarding the mechanisms underlying 
short- and long-term memory. I t may be observed from the fore-
going discussion that toe results of various studies u t i l i s i n g 
different variables are controversial. Thus the studies concern-
ing the re lat ive effectiveness of phonemic and semantic similarity 
on short- and long-term memory provide contradictory resu l t s . 
Some investigators (e .g . Wlckelgren, 1965, 1966; Kintsoh and 
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Basohke, 1969| Phi l ip , 1972 ©to.) found that short-term memory 
i s sensit ive to phonemio similarity and re lat ive ly insent i t lve 
to semantic simileurityf whereas long-tera memory i s affected 
adversely by the semantic and associative features of the 
stimulus and not by phonemic or artioulatory properties of the 
stimulus. While othor researchers ( e .g . Bregman, 1968; iihulman, 
1970, 1972) have fai led to establish such relationship. They 
have demonstrated that semantic coding also occurs in short-
term memory. Furthermore, /In a recent p i lo t study Saeeduzzafar 
(1975) found no differential effect of semantic and phonemic 
s lml lanty on short and long-term memory.1 Such uncertainty i s 
enhanced by the recent model of shot-term memory, proposed by 
Cralk and Jacoby (1974), t^ich does not recognise a dist inction 
between short-term and long-term memory. In short, former set 
of studios favours SUf-LIM diohotoo^ and the la t ter set favours 
STM-LIM continuum posit ion, 
The results of the studies concerning the effect of 
anxiety and of those concerning the effect of imagery type on 
short- and long-term memory, are also confl ict ing, as may be 
seen in the earl ier discussion and hence strengthened the already 
existing controversy regarding the processes and mechanisms 
underlying short- and long-term memory. 
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This preTalllng uncertainty In the area of meoiory 
necessitates a comprehensive study that may resolve the exist ing 
controversy. The present Investigation Is a step In this dlreoo 
t lon. The findings of the present study may not only help In 
resolving the existing controversy hut may also he helpful In 
developing a more oomprehonsive model of human memory system* 
C H A P T E R - II 
REVIEW OP STUDIES - I 
nole of phonemlo and aemantlo a ia l lar i ty In retentiom 
As mentioned in cheater I» there i s a considerable body 
of evidence trtiloh shows that short-term memory store possesses 
acoustic properties, and not the meanings, whereas long-term 
memory store i s sensit ive to semantic features of the informa-
tion but re lat ively Insensit ive to acoustic features. However, 
this dichotomy between ST^ and L1M has not been accepted by a 
number of investigators ( e .g . Melton, 1963) Bregman, 1968; 
Murdock, 1972; Craik and Jacoby, 1974). They argue against 
two-process models and continue to speak in favour of a unitary 
system. This controversy i s high-lightened in the confl ict ing 
results obtained by several invest igators . In the following 
paragraphs, we shall review a few studies which bear directly 
or indirectly on this point. 
In 1965, Conard, Freeman and Hull conducted a study to 
determine the effects of phonemic confusability and sequential 
redundancy on immediate recal l of v isual ly presented s i x -
consonant str ings . They found phonemic s imilarity to be the 
more powerful variable, indicating the relat ive unimportance 
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Of a l inguis t ic feotor in short-term memory* With aural pre-
sentatlon» and using a l i s t of eight different iterns» e.g* four 
l e t t e r s and four d ig i t s under two conditions of experiment, 
namely (a) recall and (b) copy plus reca l l , Wickelgren (i965a) 
discovered that substitution errors were phonemically related 
to the forgotten item, and ^ a t the liklihood of forgetting a 
l e t t er was an increasing function of the number of other phone-
mically similar l e t ters in a sequence* In another study compris-
ing of two experiments, wickelgren (1965c) tested his phonemic-
associative theory of short-term memory. The theory states 
that in a phonemically similar l i s t of l e t t er s such as U2iGBP in 
which phoneme *e* i s common emong a l l l e t t e r s , subjects should 
show better free recall than in a phonemically different litat, 
since phoneme *e* i s certain to be recalled and direct associa-
tions ex i s t from the representative of the *e' phoneme to the 
representative of a l l the consonant phonemes in the l i s t . If 
competition of response blocks recal l of the consonants «ihose 
associations to the representative o f e'phoneme are weakest, 
then free recall of phonemically similar l i s t might be poorer 
than free recall of phonemically different l i s t . But i f compe-
t i t ion of response does not prevent recall of the consonants 
whose associations to the representatives of the *e* phoneme 
are weakest, then one might expect more items to be recalled 
from phonemically similar l i s t s , though often in wrong positions* 
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If the phonemic assoolatlve theory Just described i s correct, 
then the superior ordered recal l of phonemically different 
items should be reflected primarily in better recal l of the 
position of an item. The nunber of items recalled, irrespective 
of pos i t ion, should be less affected by phonemic s imilarity and 
might show a reversed e f fec t . In the f i r s t experiment, 31 
subjects attempted ordered recal l of two types of 9 l e t t e r l i s t s s 
phonemically similar l i s t s in which a l l l e t t ers had a common 
vowel phoneme (a, e, or e) and phonemically different l i s t s 
whose l e t t er s had no common phoneme. Ordered recal l was found 
poorer for phonemically similar l i s t s . Item-recall , by a free 
recal l cr i terion, was not s ignif icantly different for the two 
types of l i s t s . In the second experiment, 28 subjects attempted 
ordered recal l of the consonants only, from two types of l i s t s 
of seven oonsonant«<vowel diagrams} phonemically similar l i s t s 
in which the vowel was identical for a l l seven diagrams (a, e , 
f, o, oo) and phonemically different l i s t s whose seven vowels 
were a mixture of the above five vowels. Results of this experi-
ment showed that posit ion-recal l was s ignif icantly poorer for 
phonemically similar l i s t s , but item-recall was s ignif icantly 
better for phonemically similar l i s t s . 
However, in one of his s tudies , Wiokelgren (l96eb) 
investigated the effect of several degrees of s imilarity on 
short-term memory. He used the dlstraotor method to investigate 
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short-term proactive and retroactive interference as a function 
of phonemic s imilari ty . Subjects copied a l i s t of PI (Proactive, 
interference) l e t t e r s , then copied a single l e t t e r to be recalled 
later , then copied a l i s t of RI (retroactive interference) l e t t e r s 
and then attempted recal l of single l e t t e r . The length and the 
phonemic similaritS^ of both l i s t s \rere varied systematically. 
Both proactive and retroactive interference were found in short* 
term memory for single l e t t e r s . Retroactive interference cont i -
nued to Increase xAth increasing length of AI l i s t , while pro-
active interference did not increase ^preciably beyond four 
let ters* Both proactive and retroactive interference increased 
with increasing phonemic similarity of the proactive and retro-
active interference l i s t s . 
Using a probe technique, Wiokelgren (l966c) also studied 
retroactive interference in short-term recognition memory. The 
task involved the presentation of single c r i t i c a l l e t t er for 
retention followed by 12 interference l e t t e r s , varying in their 
similarity to the cr i t i ca l l e t t e r . The single probe l e t t er was 
either correct or incorrect and phonemically similar to the 
cr i t i ca l l e t t e r or incorrect and phonemioally dissimilar. In 
some conditions the c r i t i c a l l e t ter was repeated as one of the 
interference l e t t e r , and iriieu this was done, there was a s i z e -
able negative effect of phonemic similarity on correct recogni-
tion of the c r i t i c a l l e t t e r . There was also an increase in the 
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false reoognltlon rate for phonemioally similar probes* 
Wlokens and Eokler (1968) have also demonstrated tbat 
short-term recal l decreases as a function of phonemic s i s i i lar i ty . 
36 Undergraduates were given triads of consonants or words in 
the Peterson and Peterson paradigm. Mter PI had developed for 
the CCCSy the experimental group was given a word trigram such 
as peat ^ ^ t ®^®» ^^^ ^^ control groi^ received the hoeophonlc 
triad, p , K, B. A s ignificant in^rovement in performance was 
found for the ejcperimental group and nono for the control group. 
The investigators concluded that semantic factors over-ride any 
acoustic factors which might operate in this type of STd situation. 
Dale and Gregory (1966) on the other hand, studied the 
effect of semantic s imilarity in short-term memory and compared 
i t with the effect of acoustic similarity* In free reca l l , using 
RI paradigm, semantic similarity between original l i s t and 
interpolated l i s t increased intrusions from interpolated l i s t but 
decreased omissions. By contrast, acoustic similarity caused 
both interpolated l i s t intrusions and omissions to increase* 
Baddeley (1970) studied the effects of acoustic and 
semantic similarity on short-term paired associate learning. 
He made use of s i x types of paired-associate l i s t s t (a) Both 
acoustically and semantioally similar words, (b) Both acoustically 
and semantioally dissimilar words, (c) semantioally similar 
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adjectives and (d) semantloally dissimilar adJeotlveSf 
(e) aooustioally similar words, ( f ) aooustioally dissimilar 
words. Baddeley found that performance was affected by acoustic 
similarity while semantic s imilarity had no rel iable effect* 
Serial position curves, however, suggested that the primary and 
secondary memory components of the task were equally affected 
by acoustic similarity* 
Shulman (idTO) has argued that the differential effective"* 
ness of the two types of similarity (phonemic and semantic) on 
short-term memory can also be accounted for by the hypothesis 
that tibie encoding of an item takes place over time, and that 
features most closely related to the sensory input, e . g . , phonemic 
features, are encoded more rapidly than semantic features. In 
order to maximise the time available for rehearsal and under the 
pressure of relat ively fast presentation rates , subject may tend 
to encode incoming information as quickly as poss ible , if^ich 
implios that encoding wi l l be based primarily on sensory a t t r i -
butes of input. Thus Shulman hypothesized that semantic encoding 
i s possible in short-term storage when required by task demand 
or ^ e n slow presentation rates are used. In order to test these 
hypotheses, Shulman (1970) undertook a study in which subjects 
were forced to encode items both semantloally and phonemically. 
A probe recognition task was used to evaluate the re lat ive 
effectiveness of semantic and phonemic coding in short-term 
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neaory. On each trial» a l i s t of ten words was presented at a 
rate of eitlier 350, TOO or 1400 mseo. per word. Recognition was 
tested with a probe word fAioh could be a bofflonym, a ayaonys^ or 
identical to one of the words in the l i s t * The retention func-
tions for a l l three probe types were found s i a i l a r in she^e» 
supporting the hypothesis that semantic encoding occurs in short-
term memory. Farthermore» an interaction between type of encoding 
and rate of presentation was observed, which indicated that 
encoding i s a time-dependent serial process. In another study, 
Shulman (l972) investigated further the hypothesis thafc semantic 
encoding i s possible in short-tera memoryi through the collection 
of error data. On each t r i a l , the sequence of events was as 
follows} a visual ready signal of 1-seo. duration was presented; 
followed by the successive visual presentation of iO words at a 
5(K) msec* rate* "Hie tenth word was follcsrsd by th© visual presen-
tation of either I ( identical) or M ( same me aning) for i - s ec . and 
then the probe word speared. The probe word remained v i s ib le 
until subject pressed either of two buttons signifying a posit ive 
or negative response! and then a 3-8eo. interval began. The l e t t ers 
I and M were cues signifying to S that he was to base his recog-
nition response on either identity or meaning. Cach cue was 
presented on 60 t r i a l s and within each cue condition "yes* and 
"No" were the correot responses on 30 tr ia ls each. 'She results 
supported the hypothesis that semantic information may be stored 
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in short-term memory irtiere such storage i s a task demand* But 
Baddeley (1972) has eurgued that Shulman*s results are question-
able on the ground that semantic coding in primary memory 
ref lects the subject's use of semantloally coded retrieval rules 
which, though themselves stored In secondary memory, are used to 
Interpret phonemloally coded primary memory traces. 
A conclusion common to many of the studies i s that acoustic 
similarity has much larger effect than semantic similarity on 
short-term memory, tdiile semantic similarity i s more effect ive 
in long-term memory. The effect of phonemic similarity on long-
term memory has not been Investigated extensively, but the results 
available are Internally consistent with the above conclusion. 
Dal l e t (1966) reported four experiments in which he investigated 
the effect of phonemic similarity on acquisition and retention 
of paired-associate l i s t s . Two sets of paired-associate l i s t s 
were used; they differed only in pairing of stimuli and responses. 
The stimuli were homophone pairs ( e . g . , iieiGN-RAIN). The 
responses were twelve pairs of words obtained from articulation 
testing materials prepared by Black and Haagen. The responses 
were not homophones, but sounded alike - one of them being the 
word most frequently given by subjects mlsheeurlng the other 
word in an articulation t e s t . The examples of these pairs 
(stimuli and responses) ares BOAK - CONVAS, BOHJ - CA^OS, 
MUSSPX - OPAL, MUSCLii: - OVAL. In the f i r s t session of the 
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experlBentf subjects learned original and Interpolated l i s t s 
suooosslvely. In the second session that started one week after 
the f i r s t session^ subjects were asked either to relearn the 
second of the two l i s t s they had practiced the week before or 
to write down a l l the Items they could think of, that I s , stimuli 
as well as responses. When they had done th i s , they were asked 
to (a) Indicate which had been the responses and (b) Indicate 
which had been on the f i r s t and which on the second of his two 
l i s t s * Dallet (l966) found that between-llst phonemic similarity 
had l i t t l e e f fect , while within - l i s t s i a i l a r l t y retarded aoqui<-
s l t lon and depressed retention at the 1-week Interval. 
Bruce and Murdock (1968, exp* I I ) examined long-term 
memory for paired-associates in a retroactive interference design. 
They found that the phonemic similarity of l i s t I and l i s t II 
stimali affected neither acquisition nor retention. In a series 
of four experiments on ser ia l learning, Baddeley (i966a) also 
found l i t t l e effect of phonemic similarity on long-term memory. 
Bregman (1968) obtained forgetting curves by using four different 
sort of cues (contiguity cue, phonetic attribute, graphic 
attribute and semantic attribute) to retrieve nouns iritiich had 
been presented ear l ier . He varied the Interval between the 
original presentation and the test to obtain forgetting curves. 
Bach subject received a booklet containing a long series of nouns 
(one per page) iriilch were exposed at a fixed rate of one item 
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every 3 -SQO with an auditory s ignal . Some pages In the booklet, 
instead of having a noun printed on them, had a tes t irtiioh pro-
vided a cue for the recal l of one of the prior nouns in the 
ser ies and a space to write the answer. The dele^s between the 
presentation of a target Item and i t s tes t were.l» 2, 3 , 6 , 
12, 24, 48, 96, where a delay of l means that the test appeared 
on the f i r s t page of booklet following the noun. Bregman con-
ducted two experiments, which were exactly the sane except that 
in the f i r s t experiment a l l cues in a given booklet were of the 
same type so that subjects could predict in advance vihat type 
of cue would be given and would perhaps use homogeneous encoding 
strategy in each booklet. In the second experiment, on the other 
hand, a l l four types of cues were used in each booklet. The 
subject therefore, could not predict in advance nhat type of 
attribute would be used to cue any specif ic noun and was er^ooted 
to use a neutral or mixed strategy. Bregman found that semantic, 
phonemic and graphic informations tend to be equally sa l ient and 
forgotten at the sane rate . However, Klntsoh and Buschke (1969) 
have clearly demonstrated that phonemic similarity affects short-
term memory and not long-term memory, and semantic similarity 
has detrimental effect on long-terra memory but has no ef fect on 
short-term memory. Their learning material consisted of strings 
of 16 words. After the 16 words were presented, one of them was 
repeated and subjects were asked to respond with the word that 
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had tollowea the repeated words In ^ e strings of words. There 
were three tjrpes of strings in the esEperlment. Soae consisted 
of 8 pairs of synonj^s In randoa order (POUfE - COuaiEOUS), 
others consisted of randcnily ordered homophone pairs (NIGHT -
ECNIGBT) and third ty^e were strings of unrelated words whioh 
served as controls. The results were broken down Into separate 
prlaary and secondary components and were consistent with tlie 
hypothesis that primary memory i s sensi t ive to phonemic similarity 
and insensit ive to semantic s imi lar i ty , while reverse i s true 
for secondary memory. 
Groneberg, Colwill , Winfrow and Woods (1970), on the other 
hand, demonstrated the existence of acoustic confusion in long-
term memory. In their study, 20 CVC trlgrams were presented at 
a rate of 1 esrery 4 sec to 2S undergraduates. After two succes-
sive presentations of this l i s t , there was a 10*12 hour gap. 
Subjects were then given a test l i s t which consisted of items 
acoustically related, acoustically unrelated, and identical to 
items on the presentation l i s t * The subjects were asked to 
indicate which items appeared on the original presentation l i s t . 
'Qie resul ts showed that false pos i t ive intrusion errors occurred 
to a s ignif icantly greater degree among items acoustically related 
to Items on the presentation l i s t . These results led Gruneberg 
e t a l . (1970) to conclude that long-term memory i s also sens i t ive 
to phonemic s imilarity. Glanzer and Schwartz (1971) studied the 
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effect of associative structures on short-term and long-tern 
store. 104 IMdergraduates nere given a series of l i s t s , each 
containing associated and unassooiated Items, Sabjects wore 
asked to recal l the items in any^  order. The ef fects on short-
term store and long-term store were separated by the use of post 
l i s t d e l ^ taslcs. I t was found that the effect of associative 
structure was sole ly on long-term store and short-term store 
remained unaffected by the associative structure, 
Philip (1972) assessed the differential ef fects of acoustic 
similarity and meaningfulness at short (2.7 sec) and long (10,8 
sec) retention intervals . Pour l i s t s of 18 consonant trlgrams 
(CCCs) were used. These l i s t s of CCCs varied in acoustic con-
fusabil i ty and level of meaningfulness (M) . Thus four l i s t s 
were (a) acoustically similar and low in II (BGO, CPJ, DZH, MOX, 
SJF), (b) acoustically similar and high in U (BGR, CPS, DZN, 
MRX, SKP), (c) acoustically dis t inct and low in M (XftL, OiiK, 
JNW, ZRX, LOB), and (d) acoustically dis t inct and high in M 
(CRL, TRK, t7N6, MRX, LOD), After the presentation of each trlgram, 
subjects were tested at one of the two retention intervals (2.7 
sec or 10.8 s ec ) . The retention intervals was f i l l e d by the 
presentation of dig i t pairs at a rate of 0.9 sec. per pair. 
Three question marks appeared after the la s t d ig i t pair was 
removed from the screen. These remained on the screen for 10 sec 
while subject attempted to recal l the trigram. The findings 
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revealed that the main effects of level of meaningfulnesst 
degree of acoustic confusability, and retention interval were a l l 
s ignif icant . Recall performance for a l l groups decreased as a 
function of retention interval . Recall for high M trigrams was 
consistently higher than for low-M trigrams, i ^ i l e acoustically 
dist inct trigrams were recalled better than acoustically similar 
trigreoas. Meaningfulness clearly has i t s major effect at the 
long retention interval . Similarly, the detrimental effect of 
acoustic similcurity i s found only at the short retention interval . 
Recently Saeeduzzafar (l975) conducted two experiments. 
In one esperiment, two l i s t s of sixteen pairs were used. The 
experimental l i s t was divided into e i ^ t blocks, each block 
consisting of two pairs whose stimulus itoms were semantically 
similar and responses were unrelated adjectives ( e . g . , WEATUKrt -
GENIAL, CLIMATE ««• MATURE), The Second l i s t or control l i s t was 
constructed by rearranging the pairs of the f i r s t l i s t in such a 
way that the stimulus items of the two pairs of each block 
become semantically dissimilar. Pour conditions were used. 
These werej (a) Semantic similarity with no induced anxiety, 
(b) Semantic dissimilarity with no induced anxiety, (c) Semantic 
similarity with induced anxiety and (d) Semantic dissimilarity 
with induced anxiety. Thus four groups of subjects were employed, 
one in each condition. Bach group received two paired associates 
successively each for two seconds. Subjects then counted 
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backward from 629 to f i l l up a retention interval of 6 see . 
Immediately after counting backward act iv i ty , the stimulus 
member of the f i r s t pair was presented alone for a period of 
2 sec* during which subjects were required to recall the response 
associate with i t . In this way the t^ole l i s t of eight blocks 
of sixteen pairs was presented and for short-term recall t e s t , 
subjects were shoim stimulus member of every f i r s t pair except 
in the case of 3rd and 7th blocks where stimulus member of the 
second pair was shown. Five more t r ia l s were given to the 
subjects in the same way except that counting backweurd act iv i ty 
was dropped followed by a retention interval of 30 minutes during 
which subject was engaged in an unrelated l ight reading task. 
After retention interval of 30 sec, the subjects were tested for 
long-term reca l l . The experiment II was identical to f i r s t 
except that experimental l i s t of 16 pairs were divided into 
eight blocks, each block consisting of two pairs whose stimulus 
items were phonemically similar and responses were the same as 
used in experiment I . Except this difference the two experiments 
were exactly the same* The purpose of these experiments w<as 
to see the differential e f fects of semantic and phonemic simi-
lar i ty on short- and long-term recall in relation to anxiety. 
The findings showed that both semantic and phonemic similarity 
have detrimental e f fect on short- as well as on long-term reca l l . 
.\nxiety was found to have no effect on short- and long-term 
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r e c a l l n^ea senant lca l ly s imi lar mater ia l was used but had 
f a o i l l t a t i v e effect on sUort-tena r e c a l l wiien mater ia l was 
phonemioally similar* liith phoneioioally s imi lar mater ia l 
induced anxiety had no e f fec t on long-term reca l l* 
C H A P T E R - i n 
REVIEW OP STUDIES « I I 
Role of anxiety and Imagery type t o re ten t ion 
-In the preceding chapter we have mentioned some of the 
s t ad ies v^lch present conf l ic t ing evidence regarding the ef fect 
of phoneralc and semantic s imi l a r i ty on SIM ond Ll^. In the 
folloiTlng sections we sha l l examine a few studies r e l a t i n g to 
the ef fect of anxiety and imagery type in re tent ion the two 
personal i ty var iables which foztn an Important bas is of the 
present research. 
Farber, Russell and Andreas (1949) have demonstrated that 
in pa i red-assoc ia te learning, f a i lu re adversely af fec ts pe r fo r -
mance on immediate t e s t s of r e t en t ion , but that on delayed t e s t s , 
the fa i led groups perform as well a s , or perhaps even b e t t e r than, 
non-fai led groups. This i n t e r e s t i n g p ic tu re of i n i t i a l l y depressed 
anfl subsequently improved performance led to the hypothesis that 
the experience of fa i lu re resu l ted in both an inh ib i to ry of foot 
and an increase in dr ive . Farber, Russell and Andreas, therefore , 
assumed that the d iss ipa t ion in liue of the depressing inh ib i to ry 
effect allowed drive to a s se r t I t s e l f in tha r e l a t i v e improvement 
of re ten t ion scores in the fa i l ed groups on delayed t e s t s . 
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Russell (l9S2) used verbal learning task to test the 
generality of the immediate disruptive e f fect of fa i lure . In 
his study, two groins of suhjcots le.araed 12 rlonsense sy l lables 
to the same criterion hy tho ser ia l anticipation method. Half 
of the subjects in each motivation condition were then told that 
thoy were fa i l ing badly while the other half of the subjects 
received no such evaluation of their performance, tietention was 
meastured in terras of roleaming t r ia l s taken ei ther i o in . or 
24 hrs, after the original learning session. The results showed 
that the performance for fai led subjects on immediate tes t of 
retention was signif icantly poorer than those of non-fcdled 
subjects. No subsequent measure, however, revealed any differences 
attributable to fa i lure . Uussell exploined such findings in teras 
of inhibitory effect of failure that i s trans!toxy and dissipates 
with the peussage of time. Kleinsmlth and Kaplan (1963) tested 
the hypothesis that due to the phenomenon of perseverative con-
sol idation, a pattern perceived under high arousal should show 
stronger permanent memory and weaker immediate memoxT^  than a 
pattern accompanied by low arousal. While recording skin r e s i s -
tence as a measure of arousal, 48 subjects were presented 8 
paired-associates for learning. The subjects were tested at 
various time intervals , 2 min} 20 min; 45 min; 1 day and 1 weak. 
The results showed that paired-associates learned under high 
arousal exhibited low iiuaediate recal l and high permanent memory. 
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vfalle lovarousal paired-assoolates exhibited high Immediate 
recal l and low delayed reoal l . Kleinsmith, S^lan and Tarte 
(1963) replicated this study and found sometvhat identical results . 
Spielberger and Smith (1966) investigated the effects of word 
position and stress-nonstress experimental conditions on per~ 
formanoe in serial-verhal learning for high and low anxious 
college mates* The same l i s t of the CVC syl lables was learned 
by subjects under neutral and stress conditions. In the stress 
condition, subjects were told that speed of learning i s strongly 
related to intel l igence* Significant differences were found 
only in the stress condition in which performance of high anxious 
subjects was found to be inferior to those of the low-anxious 
subjects in early stages of learning and superior in later 
stages of learning. 
Recentlyf Borkowslci (l968) investigated the ef fects of 
motivation, as defined by manifest anxiety, on short-term memory. 
More spec i f i ca l ly , he attempted to determine the manner in ^ i c h 
anxiety interacted witii the development of proactive interference 
( P I ) to influence the course of short-term memory. A s ing le -
item technique was used and ^ e procedure as well as l i s t 
construction were designed in such a way as to produce in ter -
item competition between six-consecutive CCCCs and to evoke 
situational anxiety. The main task consisted of the presentation 
of s ix CCCCs on a stowe memory drum. The presentation time for 
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each CCCCs was 3 seo} the retention Intervals were 15 see* 
and recall period 6 see* During retention Intervals , rehearsal 
was controlled by Instruotlng subjects to read d ig i t s as rapldljr 
as possible to the beat of a metronome. The results showed 
that In the absence of specific PI (e .g . Zero previous Item) 
the short-term recall for the high anxious grovap was not s ign i -
ficantly different from that for low-anxious group. However, 
as PI developed, high anxiety resulted In a lower level of reca l l . 
I . e . low-anxious group recalled s ignif icantly more Items than 
the high anxious group. 
As mentioned ear l ier , Saeeduzzafar (l97S) found that 
anxiety has no effect on short- and long-term memory under 
condition where material Is romantically similar but under 
condition vrtiere material Is phonemlcally similar, anxiety f a c i -
l i tated short-term memory and had no ef fect on long-term memory. 
Another variables irtiloh seems to affect Immediate and 
delayed recal l d i f ferent ia l ly i s that of Individual differences 
In Imagery. A number of studies have shovn that hlgh-lmagers 
show better retention for visual forms than low-lmegers, whereas 
other studies do not support such findings. Thus, Fracker (1908), 
and Kuhlmann (190T) reported that Imagery abi l i ty enhanced 
memory for visual forms or colours, while Carey (191S) and 
Thorndlke (1907) fai led to find such relat ions . 
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Davis (1932) presentod to subjects t e s t s designed %o 
involve the use of different inagery modalities and had them 
report the dominant type "used" on each t e s t . He found posit ive 
correlations on a number of t e s t s - for example, between tonal 
memory and auditory imagery, between memory for geometrical 
figures and visual imagery. From these data, he concluded that 
imagory does have "functional reality**. Thus despite the many 
negative reports in the early l i terature , occasional findings 
suggest that individual differences in Imagery may be predictive 
of performance ou memory tasks. 
Bowers (1932) undortoolc a study to find i f groups of 
subjects claiming high and low concrete or visual verbal imageiy 
differ in respect of the number of words or letter-combinations 
rooalled. A l i s t of 139 monosyllable words, the concomitant 
Imagery of t^ich was l ike ly to be v isual , was used* The l i s t 
was read to 128 subjects at the rate of one word per second. 
In the ease of another group of 122 subjects, the presentation 
was visual . Immediate reproduction of the words in any order 
was required. The subjects in the former group rated on a s i x -
point scale the concrete visual imagery aroused by each word, 
those in the later groi^ also rated the visual verbal imagery 
on the same scale . Thus for each word were known the "mean 
image" visual or concrete, and the number of times that word 
was remembered. Coefficient of correlation indicative of the 
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degree of s tab i l i ty of (a) the mean clalaied iaagery» and 
(b) tbe number of times each words was remembered were oalou-
lated. The groups of subjects clalffling high and low imagery 
were also compared in regard to the total number of words recal led. 
The results indicate that groups of subjects claiming high 
concrete imagery recall more words than the groups n^ose claimed 
Imagery i s low* Ho difference was found between groups claiming 
high and low visual verbal imagery in the matter of reca l l . In 
one part of his study, Kirkpatrick (1894) presented lO-item l i s t 
of concrete nouns to the subjects with or without instructions 
to form a mental picture of the objects named. The result was 
that the recall was s l ight ly but consistently better under the 
Imagery Instructions. In ono experiment, the immediate mean 
recal l scores were 6.85 and 7.48 for no-imagery and Imagery 
conditions respectively; in another, the respective means for 
180 students were 7*33 and 8 .01. Recall after three days for 
the la t ter group was more markedly influenced by the Imagery 
instruct ions, the means being 2.61 and 4,22 for no-lfflagery 
and imagery conditions respectively. 
Recently, Kuhlman (i960) hypothesized that subjects irtio 
are differentiated on the degree to ^ I c h they retain the imagery 
habit * high amd low imagers *> would perform differently on two 
kinds of tasks. Visual imagery should fac i l i t a t e reproduction 
of visual stimuli as well as the rehearsal of an association 
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between an object and I t s label In the absence of the object, 
nigh laagers should accordingly reproduce geometric designs 
more aceuretely and learn the names of a series of objects more 
readily tiian low imagers. On the other hand, grouping of objoots 
into non-perceptual categories should depend more on verbal 
processes than on visual imageryt and high imagers should, 
therefore, be inferior to low imagers in assigning a series of 
objects to non<^eroeptual categories. In other words, Kuhlmon 
predicted a clear interaction between the 8ubject*s habitual 
tendency to ixse imagery and task concreteness, with imagery 
being fao i l i ta t ive on the more concrete and labeling tasks, and 
interfering on the more abstract categorization (concept -
formation) task. ICtdilman's subjects were children from kinder-
garten through grade four, divided into high- and low-'imagery 
groups matched on inte l l igence . One of the experiments involved 
a tes t of memory for geometric forms, as determined from accuracy 
of reproduction. Another required subjects to learn the nonsense-
syl lable noses of each of four objects that were representatives 
of four class concepts. This was repeated over ten ser i e s , each 
ser ies of four containing one representative of each c lass . The 
results of these eacperiments confirmed iCuhlman's hypotheses. 
High-Imagery children were more accurate in tiieir reproduction 
of geometric forms, particularly in the lower school grades, 
and such children required fewer t r i a l s than low-imagers to 
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learn the naaes of the objects. On the other hand, low<->loiagers 
were superior to high^lmagers in correct anticipation of the 
nonsense names of tho objaots before they were actually sho^n 
the names* In shorty the low-lmagers showed a high abi l i ty to 
abstract* The results also suggested that the inferior concept 
attainment of the high-imagery children was not a failure to 
generalise labels but rather a tendency to categorise objects on 
the basis of their sensory aspects instead of on more abstract 
features such as function* Euhlman observed that the difference 
between high- and low-imagers in concept formation decreased 
with age* Prom this she inferred that the habitual use of 
imagery was being replaced by more abstract language s k i l l s and 
that h i ^ imagers would be rare among adults. However| Stewart 
(1965) pointed out that imagery differences would continue to 
adulthood and be detectable as performance differences on tas&;s 
appropriate for adults* She argued that imagery may remain the 
preferred method for storing, sorting and retrieving concrete 
memory material. Thus Stewart (1965) investigated the i n t e r -
actional effects of the imagery of the individual and the image-
evoking characteristios of the material to be remembered, with 
the expectation that concrete or "picturable** material would 
be remembered better by a l l subjects and that high-imagers would 
benefit more than low-imagers from concreteness* Conversely, 
low-imagers were expected to show re lat ive ly l e s s decrement in 
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performance as a function of abstractness of the material. 
These hypotheses were tested in three experiments* The f i r s t 
Involved paired-associate learning comprising pictures and 
words as stimulus terms for d ig i t responses; the second i n v e s t i -
gated recognition memorsr for pictures end words; and the third 
varied the rated vividness ( i . e . imagery) of words in a free 
recal l experiment. The subjects were female university students 
categorised as high- or low-imagers. The results of the paired-
associate learning experiment showed that picture-stimulus l i s t s 
were learned more qnlclcly than word-stimulus l i s t s . Furthermore, 
the picture l i s t s were learned faster by high than by low-imagers 
whereas the reverse was true for the word l i s t s . Similarly in 
the recognition experiment^ both groups made fewer errors in the 
recognition of picture than of words* but the high-imagers were 
superior to low-imagers in picture recognition} while low-imagers 
were better than high-imagers on word recognition. Thus both 
experiments confirmed the expected interaction of imagery type 
and stimulus concretenesst high-imagers excell ing when the 
stimuli cure pictures and low-imagers, when they are words. Aa 
analysis of recognition error suggested that high-imagers were 
more l ike ly to code a word as a picture than low-imagers, irtiereas 
low-imagers were more l ike ly to code a picture into a word than 
were high-imagers. The findings of the third experiment showed 
that low-imagers ware superior to high-imagers in their total 
recal l of the word l i s t s . 
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Hie results obtained by Kuhlman (i960) and Stewart (1963) 
suggest that imagery ability may predict learning and nemory 
only in tasks involving nonverbal (pictorial) material, and 
only wben imagery is defined by performance test of spatial 
ability. Here we can recall that Davis (1932) found positive 
relations between recall and Individual differences in imagery 
as measured by subjective reports. Recently, Sheeban (1966a, 
1966b, 1967b) has found accuracy of visual memory to be related 
to Individual differences in imagery as measured by bis shortened 
version of the Betts questionnaire on imagery or by 8ubject*s 
ratings of the vividness of imagery in the experimental setting. 
Thus in one experiment, Sheehan (l967b) Instructed the subjects 
to reconstruct from memory stimulus arrays comprised of elements 
varying in colour, shape and size* The arrays varied in overall 
complexly end regularity of pattern. One prediction was that 
poor Imagers would show a greater difference in accuracy of 
recall for patterned and relatively unpattemod arrays than 
would vivid Imagers because the poor imagers are more dependent 
upon being able to code the arrays symbolically (verbally) in 
order to remember them, and such coding is difficult with un« 
patterned arrays. A similar prediction was made in regard to 
the effect of complexity. Although some discrepancies occurred, 
the results were generally consistent with the predictions. 
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Sheehan oonoltided that differenoes in s ty les of perception 
lead to differenoes in retentions vivid imagers perceive 
l i t e r a l l y i ^ i l e poor imagers use coding devices to organiase 
their perceptions* 
Some researchers have attempted the prohlem indirectly* 
fhey have studied the ef fect of imagery instructions on re ten* 
tion* Thus Schnorr and Atkinson (1969) studied the ef fect of 
imagery-instructions and repetit ion on short- and long-texia 
memory. They used a vithin suhjeot design in n^ich half of 
the items In a 32 pairs l i s t of concrete nouns were studied by 
rote repetition and other half by imagery* Three such l i s t s 
were presented for one study-test t r i a l , and retention was 
tested again one week la ter . The results of the immediate 
recal l tes t showed much higher recal l for the pairs learned by 
imagery. In addition, imagery resulted in s ignif icantly better 
long-term retention vhen the measure of retention was the pro-
portion of items correctly recalled on l^e i n i t i a l t e s t that 
were correctly recalled one week later . The study demonstrated 
that noun pairs studied by imagery are better learned and remem-
bered than those noun pairs studied by rote . Bower (1969) used 
a variety of techniques designed to create high memory load in 
order to demonstrate drematio ef fects of imagery mnemonics. One 
experiment involved concrete noun pairs learned either under 
standard paired-associate instructions or under instructions to 
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learn each pair by v isual i s ing some interaction involving the 
objeots denoted hy the two words. They were told, for example, 
that the words COW and SHOP could be learned hy imagining a 
scene in which COW i s standing at a cost reg is ter , making a 
purchase In a SHOP. The novel teaturo of the study, however, 
was the manner in nMch the to-he*leeumed pairs were presented. 
A l iBt of 20 pairs was presented at a rate of 5 sec . per pair , 
followed by a t e s t t r ia l in tidiich the stimulus member was 
presented alonf, and then a second study tr ia l (but no tes t was 
given) with the SOQO pair. After that, a second l i s t of 20 
pairs was similarly presented, and so on through five successive 
aO pair l i s t s , for a total of iOO pairs . At the end of this 
sequence, recall was tested for a l l f ive l i s t s . The results 
showed that the imagery subjects recalled about one and half 
times more items than control groups in both the immediate and 
delayed recal l tests* The delayed recal l was s l ight ly better 
thm the immediate, perhaps because the extra Jtudy tr ia l more 
than compensated for any cumulative interference over successive 
l i s t s . However, Sheehan and Neisser (1989) demonstrated that 
subjectively reported vividness of imagery has l i t t l e , i f any, 
e f fect on the recal l of visual st imuli . Such a negative finding 
obtained by Sheehan and Neisser (1969) were challenged by 
Marks (1973) cm two groundss First , becauuse of short-comings 
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in the Bett*8 (1909) Scale used by Sheelian and Nelsser and 
second, beoause of the rather s t e r i l e geoaetrio designs used In 
their 8ttt(fy of recal l • A short-oomlng of the Betts soale Is 
I t s reliance on a larger numher of unrelated stimuli fr^ na many 
different sensory modalities* a feature that makes the many 
ratings of Imagery a mechanical and tmlnvolvlng task. Marks 
(l9T3) developed his ovn vividness of Imagery scale and used 
more Interesting Items In his tes t of visual recall« Marks 
(1973) showed clearly that hlgh-lmagers recalled more pictures 
than lo^-lmagers* 
Recently, Ruben and Hilgard (1975) hypothesised that In a 
task requiring a discrimination between two pictures* one altered 
from the other, good visual imagery wi l l compensate for the 
absence of one of the pictures to be coi^^ared. Hence a s lnu l -
taneous presentation should have less advantage over a successive 
comparison for »good* than for 'poor* Imagers. Ten good visual 
Imagers and ten poor Imagers, representing the upper and lower 
halves of an unseleoted sample of adult volunteers were given a 
task of detecting differences between altered pictures presented 
In pairs , either simultaneously or successively. Performance 
was measured by reaction time. The results showed that *good 
Imagers* reacted faster than poor Imagers and the mode of 
presentation (simultaneous Vs successive) did not affect their 
performance. Poor Imagers, on the hand, reacted s lgnlf loently 
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slotrer tiben the plotures o(Mtpared were presented sucoesslvely* 
Tlie results suggest that self'•rated visual Imagery can be used 
to predict the suooessful reoal l of visual information required 
in a disorloination task* 
Mm and Inroortance of the present researoht 
The foregoing disousslon shows that the resul ts of 
various studies on the differential effectiveness of phonemic 
and semantic similarity on short* and long-term memory» are 
confl ict ing. The controversy s t i l l ex i s t s as to idiether the 
same or different processes operate i n short- and long-term 
memory. I t may he recalled that Kintsoh and Buschke (1969), 
Baddeley (l9T0) and Philip (l9T2) on the basis of their escperi-
mental findings, suggested that different processes operate in 
short- and long-term memory. Melton (1963) Bregman (1968), 
Murdook (19T2) and Shulman (1970, 1972), on the other hand, 
obtained results is^ich led th^i to argue agcdnst the dichotomy 
of short'*' and long-term memory. According to these investigators 
a unitary syst^i i s suff ic ient to explain himtan m^iory. This 
uncertainty regarding the mechanisms underlying short- and 
long-term memory has been brought out in the papers presented 
at the "Indiana Theoretical end Cognitive Psychology Meetings" 
by Bjoric, Craik, Jaooby and Shiff ir in in 1974. While BJork 
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and Shlff lr in argued In favour of S'SA'^m dlchotony, Cralk and 
Jaooby favoured S'EI'^ IilM continuunt. Further research ls» ^ e r e -
fore* called for to resolve this controversy* The present study 
i s a step in this direction* This stud^ i s a larger investigation 
of the previously conducted p i lo t stud^ (Saeeduzzafar* 1975) 
nAioh had certain l imitations. For ezaBiple» in the p i lo t stud^ 
we used a betirecn'HSiuhJeots design i n lalnioh various groups of 
subjects learned and recalled different l i s t s of material varying 
in terms of phonenic and semantic s imilarity and tiierefore, we 
were not in a position to cos^are the differential effectiveness 
of phonemic and semantic s imilarity on short- and long-term memoxy. 
The present investigation i s an improvement over the previous 
one in the sense tiiat in the present study we used a wlthln-
subjects design in iiAiioh the same groins of subjects have to 
learn and recal l a mixed-list comprising of materica varying in 
terras of phonemic and semantic s imi lar i ly . With such a design 
we wi l l not only be able to determine the differential e f f ec -
tiveness of phonemic and semantic s imilarity on short- and long-
term memory in a more meaningful way but also be able to control 
the individual differences which might have a e r a t e d in our 
p i l o t study. 
AB mentioned ear l i er , considerable work on anx ie^ heui 
been reported and i t s functional significance in learning and 
memory has been established. For exaaqple* i t has been shown 
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tbat failure affeots imaedilat^ and del«ored recal l d i f ferent ia l ly 
(Farber, Russell and Mdreasy 1949} Russell» 1952) and that 
subjects under arousal show poorer recal l on Immediate tes t s 
than on delayed tes t s (KUensmlth and Kaplan, 1963). Kone of 
these Investigators* homevert attempted to deteralne the effect 
of anxletyt as defined by manifest a n x l e ^ scale* on short-
aad long«tena memory. Recently such attei^pt was made by Borkowskl 
(1968) iribio studied the effects of motivation* as defined by 
manifest anxiety sca le , on short-term memory. He found that In 
the absence of FI* the high-anxious and low-anxious subjects 
did not differ In their short-term recal l scores but as PI 
developed, the hlgh-anxlety resulted In a lower level of r e c a l l . 
I . e . low-anxious group recalled s ignif icantly more items than 
the high-anxious grotq>« I t may be noted here that Borkowski 
(1968) did not attempt to stud^ the effect of anxiety on long-
term memory. Saeeduzzafar (1973) in an e:^loratory study, 
investigated the effect of anxiety on short- and long-term 
memory, but the results obtained are not conclusive. Against 
this background, i t seems necesseury to study the effect of 
anxiety on SIM and vm in a more comprehensive way. The resul ts 
of such an investigation wi l l not only be useful to the under-
standing of humim memory but may also be helpful to resolve the 
exist ing controversy regarding the mechanisms underlying SIM 
and LTM. 
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An important oonslderation iriiioh also influenced the 
thinldng of the present investigator to undertake the present 
research was the lack of agreement among various investigators 
regarding the effect of imagery type on learning and memory. 
I t may he recalled here that several investigators (e .g . Kuhlman , 
1960, Stewart, 1965, Sheehan, 19668, 1966b, 1967h and Euben and 
Hilgard, 1975) have shown that high-iraagers perform better than 
low imagers on non-verbal tasks, Boreas low-imagers perform better 
thm high-imagers on verbal tasks* Other investigators (e .g . 
Kirkpatriek, 1894; Schiiorr end Atkinson, id09| Bower, 1969) 
have shown that material learned by imagery-instruotions enhances 
recal l and that the f a o i l i t a t i v e ef fects of imagery instructions 
i s laore profound on delayed recal l than on immediate reca l l . I t 
may be noted here that although the enhancing e f fect of imagery 
on memory has been subjected to rather extensive invest igat ion, 
the relation between imagery type ( i . e . individual differences 
in imagery) and i t s possible e f fects on immediate and delayed 
recal l remains largely unexplored. Thus another objective of 
the present study was to f i l l iq> this ga^ by ascertaining as 
to nhether or not individual differences in imagery affect 
short- and long-term memory differential ly* 
^^ i - " ' 
C H A P T E R - IV 
MBIHOD AND PROCEDURE 
The present research was undertaken to study the e f f e c t 
of stimulus s i m i l a r i t y ( i . e . , phonemic and semantic s lmlleurlty) , 
anxiety (as measured by Slnha Anxiety Sca le ) and Imagery type 
( i . e . * Individual d i f ferences In Imagery) on s h o r t - and l o n g -
term memory. More s p e c i f i c a l l y the study was designed to 
answer the fol lowing quest ions: 
(a) Does phonemic similarity affect short- and long-term 
memoiy differential ly? 
(b) Does semantic s lmllarl ly affect short- and long-term 
memory differential ly? 
(c) Does anxiety affect short- and long-term memory 
differential ly? 
(d) Is there any Interactional ef fect of anxiety and stimulus 
similarity on short- eaxd long-term memory? 
(e) Does Imagery type affect short- and long-term memory 
differential ly? 
• SI -
it) I s there any i n t e r ac t i ona l effect of imagery type and 
stimulus sii&ilarity on s h o r t - and long-term memory? 
(g) I s there any i n t e r a c t i o n a l effect of imagery type and 
anxiety on s h o r t - and long-term memory? 
(h) I s there any intersustional effect of stimulus s i m i l a r i t y , 
anxiety and Imagery type on s h o r t - and long-term memory? 
Experimental Designi 
A f a c t o r i a l design of eaperlment was used in ^ i c h four 
groups of subjects loeumed and reca l led a mixed l i s t consis t ing 
of pai red-as so d a t e s , having phonemically and semantioally 
s imi la r s t imul i . The design of the experiment may he s t a t ed 




V l s i l e s 
Receive one t r i a l 
on a mixed l i s t 
consis t ing of 16 
pa i r ed -as soc ia t e s . 
In the f i r s t half 
of the l i s t , 
s t imuli of the two 
successive pa i r s 
were phonemically 
s imi lar and responses 
were unrelated 
ad jec t ives , while 
in the other half 
of the l i s t , s t imuli 
of the two succes-
sive p€iirs were 
semantically s imilar 
with unrelated 
adject ives as 
response members. 
Recall (S-M) 
a f te r 6 sec . 
In te rva l 
f i l l e d with 
coraiting 
backward 
a c t i v i t y . 
Receive 30 mint. Recall 
f ive i n t e rva l (LIM) 
addi - during 
t iona l vdiioh 
t r i a l s on subjects 
the same read l i g h t 
l i s t , unrelated 
materi a l . 





I I I 
Low-
anxlous-




Receive one t r i a l 
on the same mixed 
l l s t f used for 
grot4> I . 
Receive one t r i a l 
on the same mixed 
l i s t f used for 
groups I and I I . 
Receive one t r i a l 
on the same mixed 
l i s t , used for 
groups If I I , and 
I I I . 
Recall (SIM) 
af ter 6 s e c . 
in t erva l 
f i l l e d trtth 
counting 
backward 
a c t i v i t y . 
HecallCstM) 
a f ter 6 s e c . 
i n t e r v a l 
f i l l e d with 
counting 
haokward 
a o t i v i ^ . 
Recall (SIM) 
a f ter 6 s e c . 
in t erva l 
f i l l e d with 
counting 
backward 
a c t i v i t y . 
Receive 
f i v e addi-
30 mint. Recall 
i n t e r v a l (LUM) 
t iona l t r i a l s during 
on the same 
l i s t . 
Receive 
f i v e addi-
t i o n a l 
t r i a l s on 
the same 
l i s t . 
Receive 
f i v e addi -
t i onal 
t r i a l s on 
the same 
l i s t . 
which 
subjects 
read l i g h t 
unrelated 
materi al 
30 mint. Recall 




read l i g h t 
unrelated 
mater ia l . 
30 mint. Recall 




read l i g h t 
unrelated 
mater ia l . 
In order to form four groups of subjects mentioned above, 
Sinha Anxiety Scale was administered on four hundred postgraduate 
students of Aligarh Muslim University randomly selected from the 
facult ies of Arts, Social Sciences, Science and Commerce. On 
the basis of the scores obtained by them, two groiq>s were formed, 
one having scores above T5 percent and cmother having below 
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25 percent . There vere 80 subjeots in the former grotip and 
101 In the l a t t e r . An adapted form of Brewer's (1947) Imagery 
t e s t and Kraeplin*s imagery t e s t were given to both of these 
groups in order to measure individual differences in Imagery, 
i . e . , to se lec t v i s i l e s and aud i l es . In the adapted form of 
Brower»s imagery t e s t , subjects were presented a se r i e s of 
(Stimulus words re levant to two Imagery modali t ies ( i . e . , v isuals 
red rose , green loaf, yellow ribbon e t c . , and auditory: thundering 
of clouds, r inging of be l l e t c . ) . For each st imulus, subject 
rated h i s imagery erperienoe on a 5-point scale ranging from 
*No imagery experience'* to "very in tense imagery experience". 
In the Kraepl in ' s imagery t e s t , subjects were asked to wri te 
down within three minutes as many words as possible which are 
character ised by t h e i r colour . Subjects , then, were asked to 
write down within three minutes as many words as possible which 
are character ised by the i r sounds. The subjects VHOLO wrote 
r e l a t i v e l y more words T^ich may be character ised by the i r colour 
r a the r than by the i r sounds, were considered as v i s i l e s (or 
v i s u a l i z e r s ) . S imi lar ly ,subjects who wrote r e l a t i v e l y more 
words irfiich may be characterised by the i r sounds ra ther than 
by the i r colour , were regarded as audi les {or verbal izers)» 
On the bas i s of the scores obtained by them on the two t e s t s , 
15 v i s i l e s (or v i sua l ! ze r s ) and 15 audi les (or ve rba l i ze r s ) 
were selected from 80 high anxious subjects and 15 v i s i l e s 
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(or v i sua l l ze r s ) aod 15 audlles (or ve rba l l ze r s ) were selected 
from lOi low anjdous subjec ts . In t h i s vroy four groupa of 
subjects — high anxious v i s i l e s ^ high anxious audiles» low 
anxious v i s i l e s and low anxloas audlles -— were formed. 
The leornlng tmd t e s t sequence for each group of subjects 
was €U3 followst F i r s t a ready signal was given to the subjec t , 
then, two pai red-associa tes were projected on the screen suooe-
8Sivel}r» each for two seconds* As soon as the second paired* 
associa te disappeared, the subject s t a r t ed counting backward 
from 629 to f i l l up a re ten t ion i n t e rva l of 6 seconds, loine-
d ia te ly af ter the counting backward a c t i v i t y , the stimulus 
member of the f i r s t pa i r appeared alone on the screen for a 
period of two seconds, during n^ioh the subject was required to 
r eca l l the response associated with i t . In t h i s way the whole 
l i s t of e ight blocks of s ixteen poi rs was projected on the 
screen. For immediate r e c a l l t e s t , subject was shown stimulus 
member of every f i r s t pa i r except in the case of 3rd and 7th 
blocks where stimulus member of the second pa i r was shown . 
Subjects, then, received f ive more study t r i a l s in the same way 
except that counting backward a c t i v i t y was dropped. At the end 
of these five addi t ional t r i a l s , a r e ten t ion i n t e r v a l of 30 
minutes was given to the subject during which the subject 
remained engaged in reading unrelated l i g h t ma te r i a l . Imme-
dia te ly af te r 30 minutes' re ten t ion i n t e r v a l , the stimulus 
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neaber of every f i r s t pair of 1 ^ elglit blocks of sixteen pairs 
was projected on the soreen one by one except In the case of the 
3rd and Tth blocks of the pairs ^ e r e stimulus aieabers of the 
second pairs were projected. Each stlraulits neaber fi^peared for 
two seconds, during irtiloh subject was requested to recal l the 
response associated Trlth I t . In this way the subject was tested 
for delayed recall (LIM). For half of the subjects of each group, 
the f i r s t four blocks of eight pairs were arranged in such a way 
that the stimulus member of the two successive pairs were seman-
t ica l ly similar and remaining four blocks of eight pairs were 
curranged in such a way that the stimulus members of the two 
successive pairs were phonemioally similar. For other half of 
the subjects, the arrangement of these eight blocks of sixteen 
pairs was in reversed order, i . e . the stimuli of two successive 
pairs of the f i r s t four blocks of e i ^ t pairs were phonemioally 
similar and the stimuli of two successive pairs of the la s t four 
blocks of eight pairs were semantioally similar. This was done 
to counterbalance the possible effect of practice and fatigue 
on learning and recall of either type of material. 
In short, a 2 x 2 x 2 factorial design in ndiich one task 
variable and two personality variable ( i . e . anxiety and imagery 
type) eaoh variable varying in two ways, was used in this 
experiment. The two values of task variable were (a) phonemic 
similarity and (b) semantic s imi lar i ty . The two degrees of 
anxiety were (a) high and (b) low anxiety, and imagery was varied 
by selecting those having v i s i l e type of imagery and those having 
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audile type of iaagery* Tbtei e&oli of the four grovi^ of siibjeotSf 
naaelyf high-anxious visuallzer8» high-anxious verhalizers, low> 
anxious vlsual izer and lov-anxlous verhalizersy was presented 
with l i s t s of nater la l , half of ivfaioh consisted of phonemioally 
similar stimulus members of the palred-assooiates and the other 
half consisted of semantioally similar stimulus members of the 
paired-*assoolate8f the ^ e s of items being oounterbalanoed* 
Thus* i t yielded eight observations on four group of subjects 
for each of the two measures of the dependent variable. In 
other words, the recal l scores obtained for phonemioally similar 
items and lAiose for semantieally similar items, though corre-
lated observations, were treated as separate observations of 
the two sets of items presented in the mixed l i s t to each of 
the four groc^s of subjects. The two measures of the dependent 
variable ( i . e . retention) employed in the present experiment 
were short- and long-term reca l l . 
Stimulus material and apparatus! 
The stimulus material and the apparatus employed in the 
experiment were$ (a) l i s t of paired-associates, (b) Will-Vetslar 
projector and (o) bell<-«ietronome. 
The l i s t of paired-associates consisted of eight blocks 
of sixteen pairs . In the four blocks of eight pairs , the 
stimuli of the two successive pairs were semantieally similar, 
paired with unrelated adjectives and in the other four blocks 
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of eight pairs* the stimulus members of the two successive pairs 
were phonemioall^ similar and responses were unrelated adjectives, 
To prepare the f i r s t type of four blocks of eight pairs , a 
preliminary study wcusi conducted. First 30 nouns were given to 
50 undergraduate students with the following instructions) 
"I wi l l show you a l i s t of stimulus words one by one* 
Tou are required to write down within one minute the synonym 
of each stimulus word presented to you. For example* i f I 
pronounce the word *EAPPt*^ then you may write 'GLAD*, •CHEERFUL' 
e t c . as i t s synonyms". 
In this way responses of 50 subjects to each of the 50 
* 
nouns were obtained and tabulated to determine the most suitable 
synonsna for each stimulus word. Out of 50 stimulus words only 
four nouns and their four corresponding synonyms were selected 
on the following cr i ter ia i (a) that eeush stimulus word has more 
or less equal number of le t ters* (b) that the synonym of each 
stimulus word i s the nearest possible one and (c) that neitiier 
stimulus word nor i t s synonym evokes any emotion* i . e . * stimulus 
word and i t s synonym are neutral words. Each of the eight 
stimulus words ( i . e . four nouns and their four corresponding 
sjmonyms) was paired with unrelated adjectives taken from 
Haagen*s (i949) table. The pairs were arranged in such a way 
that the stimulus members of the two successive pairs were 
semantically similar. If* for example* the f i r s t pair of a 
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block ot two pairs was ^XlEATOER-'VACAiaT*, then tbe second pair 
of the block was »CLIMATE-CUNNING*. In this way four blocks 
of eight pairs were arranged. 
In order to prepare remaining four blocks of eight pairs 
another preliminary study was oonducted* Another set of 50 
nouns were given to a group of 50 undergraduate students with 
the following instructions: 
"I wi l l present to you some stimulus words one by one 
and you are required to write down within one minute the 
homonsrm of each stimulus word presented to you. For examplet 
i f I pronounce the stimulus word *COUNCIL% then you may write 
'COUNSEL* as i t s homonym, I . e . you may write a l l those words as 
a himonym trtiose sound I s l ike the sound of the stimulus word 
presented to you". 
The responses of 50 subjects to each of the 50 nouns were 
obtained and tabulated to determine the most suitable homonym 
of each stimulus word. Out of the 50 stimulus words, only four 
stimulus words and their four corresponding homonyms were selected 
on the crlteras (a) that each stimulus word has more or l e s s 
equal nvraber of l e t t e r s , (b) that the homonyia of each stimulus 
word i s the nearest possible one and (c) that a l l four stimulus 
words and their four corresponding homonyms are neutral words. 
Each of the eight stimulus items ( i . e . , four stimulus words and 
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the ir four corresponding hoaonyms) was paired with the unrelated 
adject ives taken from Haagen's ( l94d) t a b l e . The e ight p a i r s 
were arranged in such a way that the s t imul i of the two s u c c e -
s s i v e pa irs were phoneiaioally s i m i l a r . For ezample, i f the 
f i r s t pair of a block of two pa irs was 'WHOLE-DISTANT*, then 
the second pair of the block was *HOLB-HASTY« , In t h i s way 
a l l the e i g h t pairs .were arranged i n fowr b locks . Each block 
cons is ted of two p a i r s , w i t h st imulus terms of two succes s ive 
pa irs being phonemioally s imi lar . 
The two s e t of p a i r e d - a s s o c i a t e s so prepared were 
combined to obtain a m i x e d - l i s t of e ight blocks of s i x t een p a i r s . 
As mentioned e a r l i e r , two orders of arrangement of these pairs 
were used. The m i x e d - l i s t and i t s two orders of arrangement ore 
given i n the fol lowing Table I . 



























The f i lm-sl ides of these sixteen paired-assooiates cuid 
those of eight stimulus aemhers ( i . e . those stimulus members 
which were presented as cue for reca l l ) •were prepared. Thus 
in a l l 24-film s l ides were prepared. 
The apparatus used in this experiment was a Will-Wetzlar 
Projector of it28/85 m.m. The projector consists of a s l i d e -
carrier in which fi lm-glides of the stimulus material may he 
arranged in aooordcoice with the speci f ic order of presentation. 
By means of an operating switoht the f i lm-s l ide may be projected 
on the screen one by one. The timing device was set by means 
of a bell-metronome n^ich was so adjusted as to sound at a 
regular interval of 2 seconds. Tlius each paired-associate or 
the stimulus member alone, as the case may be, was projected on 
the screen for 2 seconds at a regular interval of 2 seconds in 
between two projections. 
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Subleots and Proeoduret 
In a l l , s ixty subjects were used in this experiment. 
There were four groins, ecioh consisting of f i f teen suhjeots 
selected aocordlng to the specif ic requirement of the eatperi-
mental conditions mentioned uader the heading 'Experimental 
Design'• 
All the subjects were tested individually and a l l the 
four groups were run simultaneously i . e . f i r s t subject was 
tested from the f i r s t group, second subject was tested from 
group I I , third was tested from groiq> I I I , fourth subject was 
tested from group IV, f i f th subject was tested from group I 
and so on. 
As the subject entered the laboratory, he was seated oa ^ 
chair facing the screen and the following instructions were 
given to himt 
"I am going to project on the screen few f i lm-s l ides of 
paired~assooiates by means of a projector. F i r s t l y , I wi l l 
project tt?o paired-associates one by one for 2 seconds per pair 
and at a fixed regular interval of 2 seconds in between two 
projections. You are required to learn the response associated 
with the corresponding stimulus member of each pair. I w i l l , 
then, project on the screen either of the two stimuli alone for 
2 seconds, and during this period you have to recal l response 
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associated vdth i t . For example, i f I project two paired-* 
associates such as 'APPIJE-SKILLPUL% »M0NEY-RIGI1>« successively, 
and then stimulus 'APPI£* alone i s projected, your task wi l l be 
to recall i t s appropriate response» i*e« 'SKILLPUIJ*. If stimulus 
*MOKrEY* i s shown to you, then you have to recal l i t s response 
»RIGID». Have you folloised'*? 
According to the instructions given above each subject 
was tested for short- as well as for long-term recal l irrespective 
of his group assignment* 
The data obtained were tabulated groupwise and s t a t i s t i c a l l y 
treated to draw necessary inferences as given in Chapter V. 
C H A P f E R - V 
ANALYSIS OP DATA, RESOLfS AND DISCUSSION 
As mentioned in the preceding chapter , a f a c t o r i a l design 
of experiment was employed in the present study. Three inde-
pendent va r i ab l e s , 1*0., anxiety , imagery type and type of 
s i m i l a r i t y , each varying in two ways, and two measures of the 
dependent va r i ab l e , namely, re ten t ion (short-term and long-term 
r e c a l l ) were used* There were four groups of sub jec t s , namely, 
high-anxious v i s i l e s (lIA-vls), high-anxious audiles (HA-aud,), 
low-anxious v i s i l e s (LA-vis) and low-anxious audiles (LA-aud.). 
Each oi' the four groups was tes ted for short-term and long-term 
r eca l l on a mixed-l is t of pa i red-assoc ia tes consis t ing of 
Tjhonemlcally s l n l l a r (Ph.S.) stimulus items and senant ioal ly 
olmllar (ss) stimulus i tems. Thus there were eight possible 
combinations of the two values of each of the thrao independent 
var iab les for oaoh of the two moasures of the dapondent va r i ab l e . 
Since no separate groups were used for the types of task s imi l a r i t y 
( i . e . , phonemic s imi la r i ty and semantic s i m i l a r i t y ) , a modified 
form of 2 X 2 X 2 analysis of variance (Edwards, 1971) was used 
In which P r a t i o s were worked out by taking two d i f fe ren t e r ro r s 
as the denominators. The four groups of subjects were considered 
to form four di f ferent blocks and in t e r ac t i on between subjects 
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of eaeh group and type of task s imilarity vaa used as the error, 
Por test ing the slgnlfioanoe of variation due to a difference 
in type of s imilarity, mean sum of square for type of s imilarity 
was divided by subject and taslc interaction, l»e* errorf For 
testing the signlfloanoe of variation due to other factors , 
withln*group variation «as taken as error^, and the mean sum of 
squcures for each of the other factors (excluding task) and the 
mean st«n of squares of their interactions were divided by error . 
F ratios were calculated separately for short-term and 
long-term recall* F ratio was also ceUculated for the difference 
between short-term and long-term recal l scores with a view to 
determining the differential e f fect of each independent variable 
on short-term and long-term reca l l . 
The short-term recall soorss of the four groups of subjects 
are given In table 11(a) , their mean scores in table II (b) and 
their F ratios In table II (o ) . 
Table - 11(a) 
Showing raw scores obtained by four groups on short-term recal l 








































































Table - Il(a)(Cont<l,) 
No, ot 









































































































Table - 11 (b) 
ShOTvlng short-term mean recal l scores obtained by four groves. 
Condi t ions 
High-anx ious (HA) 
Low-anxious (LA) 
V i s i l e s ( v i s . ) 









2 . 5 3 
1 .96 
2 . 0 3 
2 .46 







Table - 11(e) 










s i m i l a r i t y 
Error* 
Anxiety x type 
of s i m i l a r i t y 
Imagery typo x 
type of 
s lral larl ty 
Imagery type x 
Anxiety 
Imagery type x 
Anxiety X type 




















1.41 1.31 Insignificant 
1.41 1.31 Insignificant 
29.01 38.68 Significant 
0,75 
3.68 3.43 Inslgnlfloont 
1.41 1.31 Insignificant 
0.68 0.63 Insignificant 
10.19 9.35 Significant 
1.07 
The F rat io for anxiety variation, as shown in Table-IiCo), 
i s 1.31 uhlch i s Insignlf leant. The result shows that highl-
and low-anxious subjects do not differ in their perforacmce on 
short-term recal l t e s t . Ignoring type of similarity and imagery 
•ar iables , we find in Table II(b) that the mean of means for 
TIA-group i s 1.86 ( i . e . 1.20 •»> 2.53/2) and the mean of means for 
LA-^roup i s 1.64 ( i . e . 1.33 * 1 .96/2) . Although the mean of 
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aeims for HA-group i s s l ight ly grtater tban the mean ot means 
for UA-grottp, the dULfferenoe» however» i s i tegligihle. We nay, 
therefore» oonclttde that aaxLety has no effect on short-tern 
recall* 
•Fbe P rat io for inagery type i s i . 3 i (Tahle l i e ) irtiioh 
i s also insignif icant indicating that v i s i l e and audile groups 
of DUhJeots do not differ in their perfonoance on short-term 
recall t e s t . Disregarding anxiety and type of similarity 
variahlen* the table II(h) shows that the mean of means for v i s -
grotip i s i*64 ( i . e . 1*26 •¥ 2.03/3) and the mean of means for 
attd-^roup i s 1.86 ( i . e . 1.26 -¥ 2«46/2)« Although the mean of 
means for vis-grotsq^ i s s l ight ly lower than the mean of means for 
aud-group, the difference i s not large enough to be s t a t i s t i c a l l y 
s ignif icant . The result leads us to conclude that imagery type 
has no differential effect on short-term reca l l . 
The F ratio for type of similarity variation^ as shown in 
Table I l (o)» i s 38,68 which i s s ignificant at .01 level (Ref, 
lleGuigan» Table 9.11, p. 236). The result shows that phonemic 
similarity and semantic similar! 1y have differential ef fect on 
short-term reca l l . Ignoring anxiety and imagery, we find in 
Table IZ(b) that the mean of means for PhS-condition i s 1.26 
( i . e . 1.20 • i . 33 4- i . ^ * 1.29/4) and the mean of means for 
SS-condition i s 2,24 ( i . e . 2.53 • 1.96 •¥ 2.46 •*• 2 .03/4) . Since 
the mean of means for SS-condition i s markedly higher than the 
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nean of Beans for PhS-oondition, i t nay be concluded that 
phonemic s l i i l lar i ty has more detrimental effect on short-term 
recall then semantic s imilarity. In other words, short-term 
recall i s sensi t ive to phonemic similarity of the task, while i t 
i s re lat ive ly insensi t ive to semantic s imilarity of the task. 
The P ratio for interaction between anxiety and type of 
s imilarity , as shown in Table I I ( o ) , i s 3.43 v^ioh i s insignif icant . 
The Table II(b) shows that the mean score for HA-group i s i . 20 
when task i s phonemically similar and the mean score for the 
BBsne group i s 2.53 viien the task i s semantically similar. 
Similarly, the mean scores for LA-group, under PhS- and SS-
conditions, are 1.33 and 1.96 respectively. Since the mean 
scores for both the groups are higher under SS-condition than 
under PhS-conditiout i t may be concluded that no interactional 
effect of anxiety and type of s imilarity ex is ts on short-term 
reca l l . 
The F rat io for interaction between imagery type and type 
of similarity i s 1.31 (Ta^le l i e ) ^ i c h i s also ins ignif icant . 
The result indicates that there i s no interactional effect of 
imagery-tsnpo an^ type of similarity on short-term reca l l . Ignoring 
anxiety variable, we find in Table II(b) that the mean scores for 
both the vis-group and aud-group are higher under SS-condition 
than under PhS-condition. The mean scores for vis-group under 
PhS- and SS-oonditions are 1.26 and 2.03 respectively and the 
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aean soorea for aud-gronp under PhS- cuad SS-conditlons are 1.26 
and 2.46 respeotively. Since both tbe groups obtained higher 
nean scores under SS~condltlon than under PhS-condltlon, we may 
safely conclude that there Is no interactional ef fect of laagery 
type and type of sl iallarlty on short-term reca l l . 
The F rat io for Interaction between Imagery<-type and 
anxiety, aB shown in Table I I ( o ) . Is 0.63 which i s also i n s i g n i -
f icant. Therefore* we may infer that no interaction exis ts 
between imagery type and anxiety. Since the meffli scores for 
HA-vis-group and for HA«aud-group cure exactly equal ( i . e . 1.T5 
and 1,75) and the mean scores for tA-vis-group and LA-aad-group 
are also more or l e s s equal ( i . e . 1.64 and 1.86 respectively)» 
i t mcQr be inferred that there i s no interaction between Imagery 
tsrpe and anxiety. 
The P rat io for Interaction among anxiety, imagery-type 
and tjrpe of s imilarity , as shown in Table II ( c ) , i s 9.2S which 
i s s ignif icant at .01 level (Ref. McGulgan, Table 9 .11, p . 236). 
The result shows that there I s an interaction among anxiety, 
imagery-tjTpe and type of s imilarity. From Table II(b) we find 
that in terms of short-term recall , the HA-group i s superior to 
LA-group when tho task i s semantically similar (e .g . the respec-
t ive mean scores for HA- and LA-groiqjs under SS-condltlon are 
2.53 and 1.96), and LA-group performs better than HA-group when 
the task i s phonemloally similar ( e .g . the respective mean scores 
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for LA- and nA*»groups under PhS-coadition are 1.33 and 1*20). 
Similarly we find in Table II (b) tbat aud-group obtained bigber 
nean score ( i . e . 2.46) tban tbat obtained hy vis-group ( i . e . 2.03) 
under SS->condltion, irtiereas vis-group obtained nean score more 
or less equal to that obtained hy aud-group under PhS-oondition. 
Moreover, we also find that the mean score for IIA-vis-group under 
SS-oondition i s 2.28 ( i . e . 2.53 •*> 2.03/2) v^ioh i s lower than the 
mean score for HA-aud-group ( i . e . 2.53 •*- 2.46/2 = 2.49) , nribereas 
under PhS-condltion both HA-vis- and UA-aud-groups have obtained 
equal nean scores ( i . e . 1.20 * 1,26/2 a 1.23 and 1.20 •«• 1.26/2 a 
1.23). Siiailarly the mean score for LA-aud-group i s 2.21 ( i . e . 
1.96 > 2.46/2) fi^loh i s higher tban that obtained by LA-vls-
group itAloh i s 1.99 ( i . e . 1.96 •»• 2.03/2) tmder SS-conditlon, 
whereas under PhS-condition both LA-aud- and LA-vis-groups have • 
obtained equal mean scores ( i . e . 1.33 * 1.26/2 » 1.29 and 
1.33 4 1.266/2 3* 1.29). These results lead us to conclude that 
there i s an interactional effect of anxiety, imagery type and 
type of similarity on short-term reca l l . 
The long-term recall scores of the four groups of subjects 
are presented in Table I I I ( a ) , their mean recal l scores are given 
in Table I l l ( b ) and the F ratios are shown in Table I I l ( o ) . 
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Tatole - I II (a) 
Showing raw scores obtained by fotir groups of subjects on 
long'•term reca l l . 
No. o f 
































































































































































Table - I I l ( b } 
Showing long-term mean r e c a l l scores obtained by four groups* 
Condi t lons FhS SS Mean 
High-anxious (HA) 
Iiow-anidous (LA) 

















Table - I I l ( c ) 
Showing P r a t i o s for long-term r e c a l l scores 
SouroR of 
vari a t i on df 
Sum of Mean sun 




s i m i l a r i t y 
Error* 
Anxiety x type 
of s i m i l a r i t y 
Imagery type x 
type of 

















Imagery type x 
Anxiety x type 
of s i m i l a r i t y 1 16.45 
Error* 56 51.95 
0.01 .01 I n s i g n i f i c a n t 
0,21 ,214 I n s i g n i f i c a n t 
44 .41 44 .41 S ign i f i cant 
1.00 
0 .01 0.01 I n s i g n i f i c a n t 
5 .21 5 .31 S ign i f i cant 
1.88 1.91 I n s i g n i f i c a n t 
16.45 16,78 S ign i f i cant 
0,98 
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•The P r a t i o for anxiety var ia t ioa» as shown in Table I I l ( o ) , 
I s 0«0l which I s Ins igni f ioant t Indioating tha t anxiety var ia t ion 
has no d i f fe ren t i a l effect on long-term reoal l f i . e . , UA- and LA-
groups do not d i f fer in long-term reca l l . Ignor ing imagery and 
type of s imi la r i ty va r i ab l e s , we find in Table I l l ( b ) that the 
mean of means for HA-group i s 2.20 and the mean of means for UA-
group I s 2«18, These two means are more or l e s s equal . We may» 
therefore , infer that va r i a t ion in anxiety does not affect long-
term reca l l d i f f e r e n t i a l l y . 
The P r a t i o for imagery type i s .214. (Table I I I o ) which i s 
also Ins ign i f i can t , I t suggests that both the vis-group and aud-
group do not d i f fer in t he i r performance on long-term reca l l t e s t . 
Disregarding anxiety and type of s imi l a r i t y va r i ab l e s , in Table 
I l l ( b ) , we find that the mean of means for vis-group I s 2,23 wiiich 
i s not much dif ferent from the mean of means for aud-group which 
i s 2,14, Thus we may observe that imagery type does not have any 
effect on long-term r e c a l l . 
The P r a t i o for type of s imi la r i ty va r i a t i on , as given in 
Table I I l ( c ) , i s 44.41 which i s s ign i f ican t at .01 level (Ref. 
MoGulgan, Table d , l l , p , 236). The r e s u l t shows that phonemic 
s imi l a r i ty and semantic s imi la r i ty have d i f f e ren t i a l effect on 
long-term r e c a l l . Ignoring other v a r i a b l e s , i . e . , anxiety and 
Imagery type, we find in Table I l l ( b ) that the mean of means for 
PhS-conditlon i s 2.79 ( i . e . , 2.80 ^ 2.80 • 2,63 -!• 2.94/4) and 
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the nean of means for SS^oondltion i s l«5d ( i , e * , 1.60 * 1.56 * 
1.83 • 1.33/4). The mean of neans for SS~oondltion (1.58) I s 
maxkeAly lower than the nean of means for PhS-oondltlon (2 .79) , 
revealing that semantic s imi l a r i ty has more pronounced adverse 
effect on long~term r eca l l as compared to tha t of phonemic 
s imi l a r i t y . In other words, long-term r e c a l l i s highly sens i t ive 
to semantic s imi l a r i ty of the tasfe whereas I t i s r e l a t i v e l y i n -
sens i t ive to phonemic s imi la r i ty of the task . 
Proa Table I I l ( o ) we observe tha t the P r a t i o for i n t e r -
action between anxiety and type of s imi l a r i t y i s O.Ol which i s 
i n s ign i f i can t . We may^ therefore» in fe r that in case of long-term 
r e c a l l there i s no in t e rac t ion between anxiety va r i a t ion and type 
of s imi la r i ty v a r i a t i o n . The fable I l l ( b ) shows that the mean 
scores for tlA-group under PhS- and S3'-conditlous are 2.80 and 1.60 
respec t ive ly . Similar ly , the mean scores for LA-group under PhS-
and SS-conditions are 2.80 and 1.S6 respec t ive ly . I t may be 
observed that both UA-group and LA-group obtained higher mean 
scores under PhS-condition than under SS-condition. The r e s u l t s 
c lear ly reveal that in case of long-term r e c a l l no in t e rac t ion 
e x i s t s between anxiety and type of s imi l a r i t y va r i ab l e s . 
A perusal of Table I I l ( c ) shows that F r a t i o for i n t e r ac t i on 
between imagery type and type of s i m i l a r i t y i s 5.31 which i s 
s ign i f ican t a t .05 level (Kef. McGuigan, table 9 .11 , p . 236). 
The r e su l t shows that an in t e rac t ion e x i s t s between Imagery type 
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and type of s i m i l a r i t y . Ignoring anxiety v a r i a b l e , we find in 
Table I l l ( b ) that the mean r eca l l score for aud~group under PhS-
oondltlon i s 2.96 whlob i s higher than the mean r e c a l l score for 
vis-group (2 .63) , whereas under SS-condition, the mean r e c a l l 
score for vis->group i s 1.33 v^ioh i s higher than the mean r eca l l 
score for aud-group ( l . 3 3 ) . In other words, the aud-group shows 
superior performance in long-term r e c a l l ^ e n the task i s phone-
mically similar while vis-group shows b e t t e r performance in long-
term r eca l l than aud-group iriien the task i s semcmtically s imi la r . 
These r e s u l t s imply that an in t e rac t ion ex i s t s between imagery 
type and type of the s i m i l a r i t y . 
The P r a t i o for i n t e r ac t ion between imagery and anxiety i s 
1.91 (Table I I I o ) which i s i n s ign i f i c an t , suggesting thereby that 
no in te rac t ion ex i s t s between imagery and anxiety. Ignoring type 
of s imi la r i ty va r i ab l e , we find in Table I l l ( b ) that the mean 
r e c a l l score for HA-vls-group I s 2.21 ( i . e . , 2.20 • 2.23/2) and 
the mean r e c a l l score for HA-aud-group i s 2.IT ( i . e . 2.20 •!> 2.14/2). 
Similar ly , the mean r eca l l score tor LA-vis-group i s 2*205 ( i . e . , 
2.18 4> 2.23/2) and the mean r e c a l l score for LA-aud-group i s 2.21 
( i . e . 2.18 4> 2 .14/2) . Since the mean r e c a l l score for HA-vls-group 
(2*21) i s more or l e s s equal to the mean r e c a l l score for LA-vis-
groun (2.205) and the mean r eca l l score for UA-aud-group (2*IT) 
i s also more or l e s s equal to the mean r e c a l l score for LA-aud-
group (2 .21) , we may say tha t there i s no in t e rac t ion between 
imagery tjrpe and anxiety va r i a t i on . 
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The F r a t i o to r In te rac t ion among imagery type* type of 
s imi l a r i ty and anxiety i s i6.78 (Table I I I c ) , n^ich i s s ign i f i can t 
a t .01 level* The r e su l t shows that there i s an in t e rac t ion among 
imagery type, type of s imi la r i ty and anxiety. In Table I l l ( b ) , 
we find that in long-term r eca l l lIA-group i s superior to LA-group 
when task i s semantioally s imi lar (the respect ive mean r eca l l 
scores under SS--condition for HA- and LA-groups are 1.60 and 1.56), 
irtille under PhS-eondltlon the two groups obtained exactly equal 
mean r e c a l l scores , i . e . 2.80. S imi lar ly , the mean r eca l l score 
for vis-group ( i . e . 1»83) i s higher than the mean r eca l l score 
obtained by aud-group ( i . e . 1,33) under SS-condition, whereas 
under PhS-condltlon, aud-group obtained higher mean r e c a l l score 
( i . e . 2.96) than vis-group ( i . e . 2 .63) . Moreover, we also find 
in Table I l l ( b ) that HA-vis-group obtained 1,71 ( i . e . 1.60 .^ 1.83/2) 
mean r e c a l l score under SS-condltion while under the same condition 
HA-aud-group obtained 1.46 ( i . e . , 1.60 • 1.33/2) mean r e c a l l score 
which i s lower than the mean r eca l l score for HA-vis-group. Under 
PhS-oondltlon, on the other hand, HA-aud-group obtained higher 
mean r e c a l l score ( i . e . 2.80 + 2.96/2 » 2.88) than HA-vis-group 
( i . e . 2,80 • 2.63/2 « 2 .71) . Similar ly , under SS-condltion the 
mean r eca l l score for LA-vis-group i s 1,69 ( i . e . 1.56 • 1,83/2) 
which I s higher than the mean r eca l l score obtained by LA-aud-group 
which i s 1.44 ( i . e . 1.56 • 1.33/2). Under PhS-condition LA-vis-
group obtained mean reca l l score of 2.71 ( i . e . 2.80 4- 2.63/2) 
which i s lower than the mean r eca l l score obtained by LA-aud-group 
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which i s 2.85 ( i . e . 2*80 • 2*96/2). These r e s u l t s reveal that an 
In te rao t lon ez i e t s among imagery type, type of s imi l a r i ty cuad 
anxiety. 
As s ta ted ecurlier, F r a t i o s were also calcula ted for the 
difference between shor t - and long-term r eca l l scores . This was 
done to know the d i f f e ren t i a l effect of each independent var iable* 
namely, anxiety* imagery type lutid type of s imi l a r i t y on shor t - and 
long-term r e c a l l . 
To ca lcula te the P r a t i o s for the difference between s h o r t -
term and long-term r eca l l scores , a difference between short-term 
r e c a l l scores and long-term r e c a l l scores for each groi^ under 
corresponding conditions was obtained. In order to eliminate minus* 
plus algebrio s igns , a constant 4 was added to each di f ference . 
The dif fereaoe between short-tezm r e c a l l scores €uid long-
term r e c a l l scores and the i r mean scores are given in Table IV(a) 
and Table IV(b) respec t ive ly . P r a t i o s for the difference are 
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Table - IV(Ta) 
Showing mean of the difference hetveen shor t - and long-term 

























Showing P r a t i o s for the difference of s h o r t - and long-term 
r eca l l scores for each of the four groups of subjects . 
Source of 
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The F r a t i o for anxiety v a r i a t i o n , as shown in Table IV(o} 
i s 1*32 Tihioh i s i n s ign i f i c an t . The r e s u l t shows tha t anxiety 
va r i a t i on has no d i f f e r en t i a l effect on short - and long-term 
r e c a l l . Disregarding type of s i a d l a r i t y and imagery va r i ab l e s , 
we find in Table IV(b) that the mean of means for HA~group i s 
4.18 ( i . e . , 5*30 ••• 3.06/2) and the mean of means for LA-group i s 
4.58 ( i . e . , 5.46 + 3 .70/2) . The difference between these two 
means i s too small to be s t a t i s t i c a l l y s ign i f i can t . We may, 
therefore , conclude that anjEiety does not affect s h o r t - and long-
term r e c a l l d i f f e r e n t i a l l y , though the means for the two groups 
suggest that LA-group performs s l i gh t l y be t to r on long-term r e c a l l 
than on short-term r e c a l l , whereas HA-group performs s l i g h t l y b e t t e r 
on short-term reca l l than on long-term r e c a l l . To be more c l ea r , 
we may note here that short-term r eca l l scores were substraoted 
from long-term r eca l l scores for each group and a constant of 4 
was added in each difference. Thus a minimino difference between 
s h o r t - and long-term scores would be 4 . A larger difference would 
show f a c u l t a t i v e effect on long-term r e c a l l and adverse effect 
on short-term r e c a l l . Similar ly , smaller difference would reveal 
detrimental effect on long-term r e c a l l but f a c i l i t a t l v e effect on 
short-term r e c a l l . Since the mean of means for EA-group end the 
mean of means for LA-group are more or l e s s the same as the minimum 
difference ( i . e . 4 ) , i t i s confirmed that anxiety has no d i f fe ren-
t i a l effect on shor t - and long-term r e c a l l . 
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The F ratio for imagery type Is 1.11 (Table IVo) irtileh 
i s also Inslgnlfleant. I t means tliat Imagery type does not 
affect short- and long-term recal l dif ferential ly . Ignoring 
t3rpe of similarity and anxiety variables , we find in Table IV(b) 
that the mean of means of vis-groi;^ i s 4.55 ( i . e . 5.23 -»> 3.90/2) 
and the mean of means for aud-grov^ i s 4.19 ( i . e . » 5.53 ^ 2 .86/2) . 
Again, we find a s l ight difference between these two means but 
the difference i s too small to be s t a t i s t i c a l l y s ignif icant . 
Therefore, i t may be concluded that imagery type does not affect 
short- and long-term recall d i f ferent ia l ly . 
We observe from table IV(c) that the F ratio for type of 
s imilarity variation i s 53.57 which i s s ignif icant at .01 level 
(Ref. McGuigan, Table 9.11, p. 236). The result shows that type 
of s imilarity variation affects short- and long-term recal l 
d i f ferent ia l ly . Ignoring anxiety and imagery variables^it may 
be observed from Table IV(b) that the mean of means for PhS-
condition i s 5.38 ( i . e . 5.30 •*> 5.46 -f 5.23 * 5.53/4) and the 
mean of means for SS-oondltion i s 3*38 ( i . e . , 3.06 •»> 3.T0 ^ 
3.90 •»> 2.86/4) . The mean of means for PhS-condition (5.38) i s 
markedly higher than the mean of means for SS-condition (3 .38) . 
In other words, i t means that phonemic similarity has no ef fect 
on long-term recall while semantic similarity has detrimental 
ef fect on long-term recal l . Similarly, the results show that 
phonemic similarity has adverse effect on short-term recal l 
i ^ i l e semantic similarity has no such ef fect on short-term reca l l . 
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Thus I t nay be concluded that long-term recall i s sensit ive to 
seaantio s io l lar l ty and i s re lat ively insensit ive to phoneoio 
similarity I irtiereas short-term recall i s sensitive to phonemic 
similarity and i s relat ively Insensit ive to semantic s imilarity . 
Prom Tahle IV(c) we find that F ratio for interaction 
between anxiety and type of similarity I s 0.45 iriiioh i s ins lgnif i ' 
cant. I t indicates that no interaction ex i s t s between anxiety 
and type of similarity in terms of the difference between short-
term recall scores and long-term recall scores. Disregarding 
imagery variablCf we find in Table IV(b) that the mean difference 
for both the HA-group and LA-group under PhS-condltion are higher 
than the mean difference for these groups under SS-condition. 
More speci f ica l ly , the mean difference under PhS-conditlon for 
HA-group i s 5.30 which i s higher than the mean difference under 
SS-condltion for the same group which i s 3.06. Similcurly, under 
PhS-oondition the mean difference for LA-group i s 5,46 which i s 
also higher than the mean difference for this group under SS-
condition which i s 3.70. These findings clearly reveal that 
there i s no Interaction between anxiety and type of s imilarity . 
The F ratios for interaction between Imagery type and 
type of similarity and between Imagery type and anxiety are 
3.69 and 0.03 respectively (Table IVc). Both of these ratios 
are insignlfloant« suggesting thereby that in terms of difference 
between short-term recall scores and long-term recal l scores, 
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there Is neither any interactions hetween imagery type and type 
of s imilarity nor there i s any interaction hetween imagery type 
and anxiety* The Table IV(h) shows that under PhS*condition, 
the mean differences for both the vis-group and aud-group are 
5,23 and 5*53 respectively. These are higher than the mean 
differences for these groups under SS-condltlon which are 3,90 
and 3,86 respectively* "Hiese results do not reveal any in ter -
action hetween Imagery type and type of similarity* Ignoring 
type of similarity variable, we also find in Table IV(b) that 
the mean difference for HA-vis-group i s 4,36 ( i . e* 4,18 • 4.55/2) 
and the mean difference for HA-aud-group I s 4*18 ( i . e . 4.18 + 
4.19/2)* Similarly, the mean difference for LA-vle-group i s 
4,56 (4*58 * 4*55/2} end the mean difference for LA-aud-groi^ 
i s 4*38 ( i . e . 4,58 f 4*19/2), The mean difference for HA-vis-
group (4,36) i s not much different from the mean difference 
for liA-vis-group (4.56) and the mean difference for HA-aud-
group (4,16) i s also more or l e s s equal to the mean difference 
for LA-aud-grotq) (4*38), Similarly, the mean difference for 
HA-vis-group and for HA-aud-group ( i , e . 4.36 and 4*18 respectively)* 
The mean difference for UA-vls-group and for LA-aud-group (l*e* 
4*56 and 4*38 respectively) are also more or less equal to each 
other* On the basis of these resu l t s , we may safely conclude 
that no interaction ex is ts between Imagery lype and anxiety. 
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The F r a t i o for In te rac t ion among loagery type» anxLety 
and typo of s imilar i ty* as shown in Table IV(c), I s 9.19 irhich 
i s s ign l f lean t a t .01 level (Ref. MoGuigan* table 9 .11 , p . 236)* 
The r e s u l t shows the presence of in t e rac t ion among ioiagery type, 
anxiety and type of s i i a l l a r l ty . The Table IV(b) shows that 
under PhS-condition HA-vis-group performs be t t e r on long-term 
r e c a l l t e s t than on short-term r e c a l l t e s t , v^i le under SS-
condltlon HA-vls-group performs be t to r on short- teno r eca l l t e s t 
than on long-term reca l l t e s t . The Table IV(b) also reveals that 
HA-aud-group also performs b e t t e r on long-term r e c a l l t e s t than 
on short-term r eca l l t e s t under PhS-oondition and the same group 
under SS-conditlon perfortas b e t t e r on short-term r e c a l l t e s t 
than on long-term r eca l l tes t* The mean differences for QA-
audrgrotqj under PhS- end SS-conditions are 5,41 (5»30 • 5*53/2) 
and 2.96 (3,06 • 2.86/2) respec t ive ly . Exactly the same re l a t ion 
between LA-vls-group and LA-aud-group with respect to sho r t -
and long-term r e c a l l Is observable in Table IV(b), These 
findings c lear ly show that an in t e rac t ion ex i s t s among imagery 
type, anxiety and type of s imi l a r i t y in terms of the difference 
between short-term reca l l scores and long-term r e c a l l scores . 
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DISCUSSION 
Turning our a t t en t ion to tbe r e s u l t s obtained in Tables 
I l ( o ) » I I l ( c ) and IV(o), we find tbat pbonemlo s imi l a r i t y has 
detr imental effect on short^teiria r e c a l l but bas no effect on 
long-term reca l l* wiiile semantic s imi l a r i ty depresses long-
term r e c a l l but has no effect on short- term r e c a l l . More 
spec i f i c a l l y , i t has been found that short-term laemoiy i s s e n s i -
t ive to phonemic features of the stimulus and i s r e l a t i v e l y 
insens i t ive to semantic proper t ies of the stimulus* Long-term 
memory, on the other hand, has been found to be sens i t ive to 
semantic s imi la r i ty of the tas£c and r e l a t i v e l y i n sens i t i ve to 
phonemic s imi l a r i ty of the task . These findings are cons is tent 
with the r e su l t s obtained by Kintsoh and Busohlce (1969), Ph i l ip 
(l972) and other inves t iga to rs who have shorm that short-term 
memory i s sens i t ive to phonemic s imi la r i ty and i n sens i t i ve to 
the semantic features of the s t imu l i , t^ereas long-term memory 
i s influenced by semantic s imi l a r i ty of the st imuli and i s 
i n sens i t i ve to phonemic s i m i l a r i t y . The r e s u l t s of the present 
inves t iga t ion a lso provide empirical support to S h l f f r l n ' s (1974) 
model of memory system. As mentioned in Chapter I , the memory 
system proposed by Shlffr in (1974) consis ts of two d i s t i n c t 
memory s t ruc tu res ; a temporary memory s t ruc tu re , ca l led sho r t -
term s tore (STS) and a permanent repos i tory , ca l led long-term 
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store ( L T S ) , The model assumes that interference from similar 
act iv i ty brings about a loss in short-term retention. Sbiffrin 
draws jus t i f i cat ion for his model from the findings of Wiokelgren*s 
(1966) study in frhioh he demonstrated that interference due to 
phonemic similarity brings about a loss in short-term retention. 
In so far as the observed loss in short-term retention in the 
present research h ^ been attributed to interference from phonemic 
s imilarity , the results of our investigation i s in agreement with 
that obtained by Wiclcelgren (1966) and provides empirical support 
to Shiffrin*s (1974) model of memory. The findings of the present 
study also provide partial support to memory system proposed by 
BJork (1974), Here we may recal l from Chapter I that Bjork's 
(1974) model of humeoi memory consists of two storage systems! 
a short-term store and a long-term store. Ihe model, however, 
assumes that items In short-term store are los t quickly within 
few seconds i f they are not rehearsed and the mechanism by which 
items are los t from short-term store i s similarity-dependent 
decay. In other words, Bjork (1974) regards decay as the 
mechanism underlying short-term memory nMoh takes place when 
items are acoustloally similar. Thus the present study supports 
BJork*8 (1974) model of memory so far as role of similarity in 
short-term recall i s concerned. But we do not agree with his 
view regarding the mechanism underlying short-term memory. 
Bjork's model assumes decay as the mechanism underlying short-
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tern menorri wbereas the present inves t iga t ion c l ea r ly shows 
tha t in terference i s the neohanlsa underlying short- term neraory. 
The findings of the present research are not in agreement 
with the r e su l t s obtained by Dal le t t (1966), Bregman ( l963) , 
Gruneberg Colwll l , Winfrow and Woods (1970) and Shulman (1970-72) 
and also with those obtained by Saeeduzzafar (1975) who had 
e a r l i e r demonstrated that semantic coding does occur in s h o r t -
term s tore and that long-term memory i s a lso sens i t ive to 
phonemic s i m i l a r i t y . The data obtained in the present i n v e s t i -
gation c lear ly show that semantic s imi l a r i t y does not affect 
short-term r eca l l and phonemic s imi l a r i t y has no ef fec t on long-
term r e c a l l . However, we agree with Baddeley and ijlcob (1970) 
who hold the view that phonemic coding of verbal mater ia l i s 
simple and rapid and leaves a shor t - l ived primary memory trace 
accompanied by a r e l a t i v e l y minor secondary memory component, 
whereas semantic coding of verbal mater ial i s r e l a t i v e l y slow, 
but leaves a much more durable secondary memory trace* Thus 
semantic coding should not take place in primary memory, since 
anything coded semantioally wi l l alwagrs leave a durable and 
hence a secondeory memory t r a c e . 
As s ta ted in Chapter I , several inves t iga to rs have 
regarded anxiety as a potent determiner of memory and fo rge t t ing . 
The present invest igat ion a lso attempted to determine the differen ' 
t i a l effect of anxiety on shor t - and long-term memory under 
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conditions where material was either phonemioally or senantioally 
similar. Tables I l (o ) and I I l ( o ) reveal that anxiety has no 
effect either on short-term recall or on long-term recall* As 
may be observed in Tables I l ( o ) and I I l ( o } the resu l t s , though 
not s t a t i s t i c a l l y s ignif icant , show a trend indicating that on 
short-term recall tes t both high- and low-anxious subjects perform 
s l ight ly better when the material i s semantioally similar than 
when the material i s phonemioally similar and that on long-term 
recall test both h i ^ - and low-anxious subjects perform s l ight ly 
better when the task Is phonemioally similar than when the task 
Is semantioally similar. This trend was expected because semantic 
similarity has detrimental effect on long-term recall but has 
no such ef fect on short-term reca l l , while phonemic similarity 
has adverse effect on short-term recal l but has no such effect on 
long-term reca l l . As regards the differential effect of anxiety 
on short- and long-term reca l l , we find in Table IV(o) that the 
anxiety does not affect short- and long-term recall d i f ferent ia l ly . 
Though not s t a t i s t i c a l l y s ignif icant , we find In Table IV(b) 
an Interesting as well as surprising trend relating to the role 
of anxiety in short- and long-terra memory. I t may bo observed 
that under SS-condltlon, both high- and low-anxious subjects 
perform s l ight ly poorer on long-term recall tes t than on short-
term recall t e s t . Under PhS-condltion, on the other hand, both 
high- and low-anxious subjeots perform relat ive ly better on 
long-term recall test than on short-term recall t e s t . Table IV(b) 
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also ahowa tha t under both the PhS- and SS-oondltlons, low-
anxious subjects exhibit a l i t t l e b e t t e r performance than h igh-
anxious subjects on both short-term and long-tern r eca l l t e s t . 
These trends are not in agreement with the r e s u l t s obtained by 
Farber, Russell and Andreas (1949), Russell (1952), Klelnsmlth 
and Kaplan (1963) and Walker and Tarte (i963) miho have demons-
t r a t ed that subjects under anxiety perform l e s s well on immediate 
t e s t of re ten t ion than on delayed t e s t of r e t en t ion . I t may be 
pointed out tha t In the s tudies of the above mentioned i n v e s t i -
gators the p o s s i b i l i t y of an i n t e r ac t i on between drive level and 
i n t r a - t a s k in terference was ignored. As pointed out by Taylor 
and Spenoe (1952), Farber and Spence (1953) and Montague (1953), 
the qual i ty of performance of high anxious subjects var ies 
Inversely with i n t r a - t a s k in te r fe rence . The trends of r e s u l t s 
observed in the present study are consis tent with t h i s suggestion 
and also with the findings obtained by Oeese, Lazarus and 
Keenan (1953) and Lazarus, Deese and llamilton (1954) who have 
shown that with increased i n t r a - l l s t s i m i l a r i t y , the performance 
of both the anxious and non-anxious subjects did not d i f fe r 
s ign i f i can t ly , but the decrement in performance from conditions 
of high to low s imi la r i ty was more pronounced for the anxious 
subjects than for the non-anxious sub jec t s . These findings 
have been explained in terms of drive theory proposed by Spenoe 
(1958) and Taylor (1956) f^ioh a s s e r t s that the effect of anxiety 
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or drive level on perfornsmoe In a learning task depends on tbe 
re lat ive strength of the correct and competing response tenden-
c ies that are evoked hy the task. On siiii|>le tasks in which 
correct response tendencies are stronger than competing responses» 
high drive f a c i l i t a t e s performance} on complex or d i f f i cu l t tasks 
in whi di competing response tendencies are stronger than correct 
responses, high drive interfers with performance» at least in 
the i n i t i a l stages of learning« 
Another consideration n^loh motivated the present i n v e s t i -
gator to undertake this study, as mentioned in Chapter I I I , was 
to determine the functional significance of imagery types in 
memory. Turning our attention to the results obtained in Tables 
I I ( c ) and I I l ( c ) , we find that individual differences in imagery 
have no effect on short-term or on long-term reca l l . An in ter -
action, however, may be observed between imagery type and type 
of similarity in case of long-term reca l l . Audile subjects 
show better long-term recal l when the task i s phonemically 
similar and v i s i l e subjects perform better when the task i s 
seaiantically similar. Hfo such interaction has been found in 
case of short-term reca l l . These findings may be explained in 
terms of oonoretness and abstraotness of the task. Kuhlman (i960) 
and Stewart (1965) have demonstrated a clear interaction between 
imagery type and stimulus conoretnesst v isual izers ( v i s i l e s ) 
excell ing ulien stimuli are pictures (concrete) and verbalizers 
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(audlles) excelling vrhen the stinalus items are words (abstract) . 
In the present investigation the phonenioally similar stimuli 
are more abstract than semantioally similar stimuli (e*g» ivhole 
and Hole cure more abstract than weather and climate). Vis i le 
group, therefore* showed interior performance as compared to 
audile group on phonemically similar task and audile group did 
poorer than v i s i l e group on semantically similar task, fhe 
absence of such interaction between imagery-type and type of 
similarity in case of short-term recal l may be due to the fact 
that on short-term recall tes t subjects might not find suff ic ient 
time to form either visual or auditory image of the st imuli , 
whereas on long-term recal l t e s t , subjects have suff ic ient time 
to form an image of the stimuli ifdiioh helps at the time of reca l l . 
The over a l l resul ts of the present research support 
sm - L1M diohotOBQr position with certain reservations since the 
effect of the two personality variables, namely, imagery type 
and anxiety, on short- and long-term memory are s t i l l inconclu-
s ive . There i s an obvious need for a more comprehensive examina-
tion of the effect of imagery type and anxiety on short- and 
long-term memory with non-verbal (pictures) st imuli . More 
spec i f ica l ly , further research i s needed in iriiioh both nonverbal 
and verbal materials are systematically varied. This might help 
to clarify s<MBe of the inconsistencies that have been observed 
in most of the researches carried out so far. 
S U M M A R Y 
One of the major controversies of the 1960s concerned 
I t s e l f trLth tbe question as to tihether the same or d i f ferent 
processes operate in s h o r t - and long-term memory. A thorough 
survey of l i t e r a t u r e In the area of memory reveals the d ive r s i ty 
of views among psychologists regarding the d i s t i n c t i o n between 
sho r t - and long-term memory. Ear l i e r Inves t iga to r s l ike William 
James (1890), Bhhlnghaus ( l902) , Hebb (1949) and Broadbont (1958) 
have recognized d i s t i n c t systems of memory but the r e s u l t s of 
the pioneer experiment of Peterson and Peterson (1959) on sho r t -
term memory ra ised ser ious question regarding the meohcnisms 
underlying shor t - and long-term memory. An Increasingly greater 
niaaber of s tudies were undertaken and various In t e rp re t a t ions of 
the r e s u l t s were given to answer the question. While i t i s well 
es tabl ished that in ter ference plays the key ro le in long-term 
forget t ing (MoGeoch and McDonald, 1931; Osgood, 1949, 1953; 
Bugelskl & Cadwallader» 1956; Da l l e t , 1963; Schwartz, 1963) 
several inves t iga tors ( e .g . Keppel and Underwood, 1962; Murdock, 
1961, 1964; and Melton, 1963)have argued that proactive and 
re t roac t ive Interference also operates in short-term memory. 
Melton (1963) also demonstrated that r e p e t i t i o n affects sho r t -
term memory in the same manner as i t af fects long-term memory. 
These findings led Melton to advocate a unltory system of memory. 
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He rejected the concept of SIM'-LIM dichotomy and favoured a 
continutra of short- and long-term memoiy. 
Recently, BJorb (1974), Oralis and Jacoby (l9T4) and 
Shlffrln (l974) presented three p^ers at the "IndlanjiTheoretical 
and Cognitive Psychology Heetings'*, in which they brought out 
their models of human memory, aimed at clarifying the processes 
and mechanisms underlying short-term memory. BJork (1974) and 
Shlffrln (1974) eqppear to be of the view that different processes 
operate in short- and long-tezm memory, virile Craik and Jacoby 
(1974) favour SIM-LII! continuum posit ion. 
The empirioal evidence prov^ided by Melton (1963) and 
several other investigators and the model of human memory given 
by Craik and Jacoby (l974) in favour of S1M-L1M continaum position 
raise doubts about SIM-LBI dichotomy. I f there i s real dichotomy, 
i t I s necessary to find out evidence of different processes 
operating in the two s i tuat ions . Several studies undertaken to 
determine the possible differential ef fects of a number of 
variables on short- and long-term memory have yielded conflicting 
resu l t s . Some investigators attenq[>ted to determine the differen-
t i a l effect of phonemic and semantic s imilarity on short- and 
long-term memory. Kintsoh and Buschke (1969), Baddeley (l970) 
and Philip (1972), for example, found that short-term meraoxy i s 
sens i t ive to phonemic similarity of the task and i s re lat ive ly 
insensi t ive to semantic features of the task, vrtiile long-term 
memory i s sensit ive to s^nantic similarity of the task and Is 
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re lat ive ly insensit ive to phonemic features of the stimuli . 
Dallet (1966), Bregman (1968), Gruneberg et a l . (1970), Shulman 
(1970, 1972) and Saeectuzzafar ( l975) , on the other hand, demons-
trated that phonemic similarity and semantic s imilarity affect 
short- and long-term memory in the same manner. 
Other investigators explored the poss ib i l i ty of a differen-
t i a l effect of anxiety on immediate and delayed reca l l . The 
results of various studies were confl ict ing. For example, Farber, 
Russell and Andreas (1949) found that failure adversely affects 
performance on immediate test of retention but on delayed t e s t , 
the fai led groups perform as well as, or perhaps even bettor than 
non-failed groups. Russell (1952) showed that the performance 
for failed subjects on immediate tes t of retention was s i g n i f i -
cantly poorer than those of non-failed subjects. No subsequent 
measure, however, revealed any differences attributable to fai lure. 
Borlcowski (1968) on the other hand, found that in the absence of 
specif ic PI (e .g . zero previous item) the short-term recall for 
the high anxious group was not s ignif icantly different from that 
for low-anxious group. However, as PI developed, high anxiety 
resulted in a lower level of reca l l , i . e . low-anxious group recalled 
s ignif icantly more items than the high-anxious group. Contreu^ 
to these findings, Saeeduzzafar (1975) found that anxiety has no 
effect on short- and long-term recall under condition where 
material i s senantically similar but with phonemically similar 
material, cuixlety fac i l i ta ted short-terra recal l and had no effect 
on long-term recal l . 
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S t i l l another group of researobers attempted to determine 
the functional slgnifloanoe of imagery type to learning and 
memory. Euhlman ( i960) , Stewart (1965) and Sbeehan (l96@a» 1966b, 
1967b) have shown that high imagers ( v i s i l e s ) perform b e t t e r than 
low imagers (audlles) on non-verbal task, whereas low Imagers 
perform b e t t e r than high imagers on verbal tasks . Other researchers 
l i ke s Krikpatrick (1894), Schnorr and Atkinson (1969) and Bower 
(1969) have shown that material learned by imagery ins t ruc t ions 
enhances r eca l l and that the f a o i l l t a t i v e effects of imagery i n s t r u c -
t ions I s more profound on delayed r e c a l l than on immediate r e c a l l . 
None of the i nves t i ga to r s , however, attempted to determine the 
r e l a t i o n between Irae^ery type ( i . e . individual differences in 
Imagery) and I t s possible e f fec ts on shor t - and long-term r e c a l l . 
The foregoing discussion c lear ly shows that evidence regcurd-
ing the effects of phonemic and semantic s imi la r i ty and that of 
anxiety on shor t - and long-term memory i s inconclusive. Moreover, 
the r e l a t ion of imagery tjrpe and i t s possible ef fec ts on sho r t -
and long-term r eca l l remains largely unexplored. These s t ud i e s , 
therefor©, fa i led to resolve the long-standing controversy regard-
ing the mechanisms underlying s h o r t - and long-term memory. Che 
present study i s a s tep in t h i s d i r ec t ion . More spec i f i ca l l y , t he 
present study i s designed to determine the d i f f e r en t i a l effect 
of two types of s imi la r i ty (phonemic and semantic s i m i l a r i t y ) , 
anxiety and that of imagery type on shor t - and long-term r e c a l l . 
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The findings of the present study ^ 1 1 not only be helpful in 
resolving the exis t ing uncertainty regarding the niechanisnis under-
lying shor t - and long-term memory hut m ^ also he useful to a 
h o t t e r understanding of human memory, 
A 2 X 2 X 2 f ac to r i a l design in t«hioh one task var iab le 
and two personal i ty var iab les ( i . e . anxiety and imagery type)) 
each varying in two ways, was used in t h i s experiment. The two 
values of task var iable were (a) phonemic s imi l a r i ty and (b) 
semantic s i m i l a r i t y . The two degrees of anxiety were (a) high 
and (b) low anxletyi and imagery type was varied by se lec t ing 
those having visile type of imagery and those having audile type 
of imagery. Thus each of the four groups of subjects* namely, 
h igh-anxious-v i s i l e , high-anxious-audi le , low-anxious v i s i l e and 
low-anxious audi le , was presented with l i s t of ma te r i a l , half of 
which consisted of phonemioally s imilar stimulus members of the 
pa i red-assoc ia tes and the other half consisted of semantically 
s imi la r stimulus members of the pa i red-assoc ia tes , the types of 
items being counterbalanced. 
Subjects ot t h i s experiment were 60 postgraduate students 
of Aligarh Muslim Universi ty. They were assigned to four groi^>s 
on the bas is of the i r scores on Sinha Anxiety Scale and on adapted 
form ofBrewer's and Kraeplin*s t e s t s of imagery. There were 15 
subjects in each group. 
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The design of the experiment yielded eight observations on 
four groups of subjects for each of the two measures of the 
dependent vcurleble* In other vords, the r eca l l scores obtained 
for phonemlcally s imilar items and those for seraantloally s imilar 
Itemsf though corre la ted observat ions, were t reated as separate 
observations of the two se t s of items presented in the mixed-l is t 
to each of the four groups of sub jec t s . The two measures of the 
dependent var iab le ( i . e . r e t en t ion) employed in the present 
experiment were sho r t - and long-term r e c a l l . 
Subjects were tes ted individual ly and subjects of each 
group were tes ted a l t e r n a t i v e l y . The apparatus used in th i s 
experiment was a Wlll-Wetzlar p ro jec tor . The timing device was 
adjusted by means of a be 11-metronome which was so adjusted as to 
sound at a regular in t e rva l of 2 sec . Thus each pai red-assooie te 
or the stimulus member alone was projected on the screen for 
2 sec . at a regular i n t e rva l of 2 sec . in between two pro jec t ions . 
The data obtained were tabulated groupwise and s t a t i s t i c a l l y 
t r ea ted to draw necessary inferences . Since no separate groups 
of subjects were used for the type of s im i l a r i t y ( i . e . phonemic 
s i m i l a r i t y and semantic s i m i l a r i t y ) , a modified form of 2 x 2 x 2 
analys is of variance was used in m^ich F r a t i o s were calculated 
separately for short-term and long-term r e c a l l . F r a t i o s were 
a lso calculated for the difference between short-term and long-
term r e c a l l scores with a view to determining the d i f f e r en t i a l 
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effect of each Independent variable ( i . e . type of s imilarity , 
anxiety and imagery type) on short- and long-term reoal l . 
The main findings of the present study are reported belowt 
1. Phonemic similarity hcus detrimental effect on short-term 
reoall but has no suoh effect on long-term reoall» whereas 
semantic similarity affects long-term recal l adversely but 
has no effect on short-term reca l l . 
2. Anxiety has no differential effect on short- and long-term 
reca l l . Though not s t a t i s t i c a l l y s ignif icant , i t has been 
observed that with somantically similar material, both 
high- and low-anxiety subjects perform s l ight ly poorer 
on long-term recall t e s t than on short-term recal l t e s t . 
With phonemioally similar material, on the other hand, both 
high- and lowanxious subjects perform relat ively better on 
long-term recall tes t than on short-term recal l t e s t . 
3. Imagery type has no effect on short-term or on long-term 
reca l l , 
4 . An interaction between imagery type and type of s imilarity 
in case of long-term reoall has been found. No suoh 
interaction i s observed in case of short-term reca l l . 
The f i r s t finding of the present study i s consistent with 
the results obtained by Kintsch and Buschke (1969) and Philip 
(1972). I t also provides empirical support to Shiffrin's (l974) 
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model of memory and provides p a r t i a l support to Bjork ' s (1974) 
model of human memory* 
The second finding of the present Inves t iga t ion I s not In 
agreement with the r e s u l t s obtained by Parber e t al* (1949), 
Russell (1952), Kllensmlth and Kaplan (1963) and Walker and 
Tarte (1963), The observed t rends , however, are cons is ten t with 
the suggestions given by T ^ l o r and Spenoe (1952), Parber and 
Spence (1953) and Montague (1953) and are also consis tent -nrlth 
the findings obtained by Deese, Laz£irus and Eeenon (1953) and 
Lazarus, Deese and Hamilton (l954)« 
The l a s t two finding of the present research may be 
eitplalned In terras of conoreteness and abs t rac taess of the task 
and are consis tent to some extent with the r e su l t s obtained by 
Kuhlman (i960) and Stewart (1965). 
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An adapted form of Brower*8 lmagery«>test 
Name . . . . . . . . . . . Age Class 
Hostel Room ^o. . . . . . Hall 
Se:^ . Date . . . . . . . 
ISSTRUCTIOHS 
I am going to present to you few stimulus-items one lay 
one. After hearing eaott stimulus-item you may or may not 
experience the image of that item* I f you experience the image 
of the stimulus-item, i t may be quite dim or may be quite vivid 
to you. You are required to r a t e the in t ens i ty of your image 
in the f ive-point scale given to you. For example, a f te r hearing 
a stimulus-item, i f you experience no image of that i tem, mark 
a t i ck in the appropriate space given in the sca l e , or i f you 
experience an image of very fa in t In tens i ty or of moderate 
i n t e n s i t y or of Intense i n t ens i t y or of very Intense i n t e n s i t y , 






Moderate Intense Very 
image image intense 
image 
Think of a flute is being 
played* 
Think of the thundering 
of clouds. 
Think of a National 
Anthem is being played* 
Think of a bell is 
ringing. 
Think that your door 
is being knocked. 
Think of a red rose. 
Think of a green leaf. 
Think of a yellow ribbon, 
Think of a blaok oat. 
Think of a brown tiger. 
- I l l -
An adapted form of Kraeplln's Imagery teat 
Name • * . . . . « . . . . Age * • Class 
Hostel . . * . « . . . « . Boom No. « • , . • Hall 
Sex Date • * . • « . . 
PART - A 
Write down within three minutes a list of words charaoterlzed 
hy their colour. Spaoe Is given helow for this purpose* 
- 112 -
PART « B 
Write Aovm wLthln three minutes a l i s t of words oharaoterlzed 
l>y their sound* Space Is given below for this pxirpose. 
\ n ^ ^ '^ '^=^ •^ '^  m ^'^ T f f ""^  fern- f'-TT t l STT^ ^q^-^^n 
'^^  ^ '^ •^  n^- ''^ wf "^^ ^ rTtm ( v ^ ) eFTT^-n I % 
Sltr ^rf^ SMc^ r^ % cfr " " W f '^ '^  ^; ITTT^ f^TTT ^FTW^ I 
IW'Uj ^ 3g;TTT f^rarr ^FTW^ I 
^ # r ^HPTTiSlf q i f r ^ T ? "TTTT vTT^?^ t | ^?iqzrr ^^IcTT t i 3^ dT 
^ I 
TFT ^ ^ ^ ^^^ 
5^ IT^ T^T f^ RTTT ( ) d*l(%'^  
f l FT TfT 
l i f t t i wr Tif 
iTcrr t f^ ^ ^ sf^f zT ^rrrn^T ^ ^ 
P: w r oT^ ^^ TT ^^^wr^ *" 3^^ T^ I 











^ €??qT fwPT ( ) mr^ 
^ TfTrr SIT TTcfT %i rf iff 
? ? - ^ 7 T ^ : f t 3.tT ^ T T ^ sTq^ -f^FT^ 
^ l l WT iff 
^^- g ^ ^qt s i ^ m 1^'=^ F^ ^^ rrcfT ^ P:^ 
^^_ cpfr r^ ifr ¥{ -RTn: ^ ^ ^^rrr ^ ^TT^ 
f I ' .wr iff 
^M- mt W^ 3F^ Wr^ fcTfr sn^ "^ FTTfT 
^ ^TPy ^ I T ^ I FT iff 
U - T^f^  ^fr^ ?rft ^ f w ^ ^ ^ rrrY 
^mr % eft 1 f ¥ ^ f ^ ITT ^ T^cTT 
» 
I' 
f t si^t q i ^ qTiT qrfr ^fl^rr f i 
^c- ^^^r ^ A mu^T f r ^:ft ^ T^CTT 
• < 
??- i^TT ^Flrr HT^ IT ^T^ ^^1^ t | 

















f ^ ^ ^ qSsi TFT %| TT =rff 
^ e . - ^ ^ T^^ f%=r!T ^ <i| (Uj- ^ 
f tV ^ enrfr I i f T ^ 
?o- 3 ^ sfq^ ^ ^ ( P^^^f z^,wrwii , 
?> ^qY- ^ 1 T ^ ^ i|T ^ 3 ^ ^1 i f Tff 
^Tr?iT =11 i f T^ 
i f Tff t i 
?y~ 1 siqrr ^TR STMTY TrrfcF; CTTPT # 
I T ^ ^ K^IciT ^1 i f T l f 
T ^ TTicrr I i f T^f 
F^IcTT t l i f W f 
3V9- l^iifr ? i ^ 1 i-Fi^  tr^ cTT i f^ f f r ^ 1 ^ 
?r;- ?iifr jpTt 1 ^r ¥q^ ^^^r f ^T V^TVT 
tr sii^ crn:?qi Tif iTcr i i f w f 
^ v ^xTTTT i T ^TTcfr %1 i f 1 ^ 
t l • i f ^ 
1 1 ^ | ( i f =rif 
- ^ -
wr iff 
y ^ - ^ ^ cFiq=f ^s- i # TRf f ?r^  ftie 
y ^ - i^^ qt ^ 1 f^piT ^f5Tcr i T r^rcTT i 
yvs- ^ spq ^ r m f r ^ R T T 5?^"^ 
y ^ - ^ Siq^ ^ r q r C ^ f l c I ^ f^^THJ T f f 
%! • ' WT iff 
1^ 0- s i ^ riiqt ^ - f^ T r r r j n trsTTcTT 
^TTR ITKT .^""f3T ^ 5^nTrr %» i f W f 
u?- ^qt c^ iifr 3^|^rfi" fr€r n^cff r^ : 
u?- w. g ^ f^^.fr SFRTR ^ ^Ff^ ^ "Pwrr 
^ ^ : ^ q^ f r ^ iTciY t i i f =rff 
uy- 'Tfr f t ^ TTcT ^  ?^ ^TT ^ T^Rfr %i i f -rfr 
^M- "^ ^^ 3 ^ T<dT mcTF.t f ^ 1 
FTR ^ ^ f^FMpr mw? iff i\ i f i f f 
- u -
L(4- ^ ^ 2Tr orfq^ cfT^ ' i - iH i^^r ^ 
u ^ - ^ ^ ? r 1 ^ xrv^ojr^  q'^,]TT = ^ t3rrcrr 
WTcTT f I ^ 
i^iWr f ^ fwf^ -fr^ -y(-~ w r %i i f 
4?- ^TT s ^ ; fF ' n r eTcTT I ^^ 1 .TT^ 
^ i n cFTT ^! i f 
^v- T^f^  ^ wr^n m i-^ ^y ^rv, f^5n 
i T ^ ^ i i f 
^\L- ?-fr r'Tit 4 ^ ci~T 1^ ^'^': 1 TT Yt Ti^ 
ii- ^ 1 -TTf --fiiT rf,T7 ^ricT.' =^  c^ 3 ^ ^t^TP^r 
Tlcfr ?^ ^v ^ ^ vTF^ ? t^ ^ - T l ^ I f 
f ^ f = ^ ^ TIT ^1T^ f l 
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